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Angel Of The New Dawn (MD65)
This graceful Angel opens her arms to everyone. She seems to be full of divine acceptance. 
Her name has a double meaning. The first is for one of my favorite roses, the climbing New 
Dawn, that is vigorous, fragrant and lovely. The other is one of hope, that, like the beads 
radiating from her head, every morning there will be a new dawn, a new day of hope. Model 
stitched on 32 count Bonnie Blue Linen from Wichelt Imports. Alternate fabric is 32 count 
Belfast Ice Blue Linen from Zweigart. Stitched area is 13" x 20 " with a stitch count of 207 x 
325. Stitched (2 over 2). DMC floss used.

Item #: 02-2258

Price: $13.00

Angel Of The New Dawn (MD65) w/ fabric
Pattern and 32 count Ice Blue Belfast Linen in a fat quarter. This graceful Angel opens her 
arms to everyone. She seems to be full of divine acceptance. Her name has a double 
meaning. The first is for one of my favorite roses, the climbing New Dawn, that is vigorous, 
fragrant and lovely. The other is one of hope, that, like the beads radiating from her head, 
every morning there will be a new dawn, a new day of hope. Model stitched on 32 count 
Bonnie Blue Linen from Wichelt Imports. Alternate fabric is 32 count Belfast Ice Blue Linen 
from Zweigart. Stitched area is 13" x 20 " with a stitch count of 207 x 325. Stitched (2 over 
2). DMC floss used.

Item #: 02-2258

Price: $29.00

Angel Proclamation (MD25)
Bare feet, gossamer wings, periwinkle moons and crystalline stars make this little angel 
celebration a delight to stitch and a declaration of your belief in all things good and joyful. 
Fabric suggestion is 32 count White linen. Stitched (2 over 2). DMC floss used. Design area 
is approximately 25" x 11" with a stitch count of 413 x 187.

Item #: MD25

Price: $12.00

Angel Proclamation (MD25) w/ fabric
Bare feet, gossamer wings, periwinkle moons and crystalline stars make this little angel 
celebration a delight to stitch and a declaration of your belief in all things good and joyful. 
Fabric suggestion is 32 count White linen. Stitched (2 over 2). DMC floss used. Design area 
is approximately 25" x 11" with a stitch count of 413 x 187. Pattern and a fat quarter of 32 
count white Linen.

Item #: MD25

Price: $28.50

April's Blue Diamond, fairy (MD47)
Fabric suggestion: Cream Belfast Linen 32ct Stitch count of 195 x 268.

Item #: 99-2434

Price: $13.00

April's Blue Diamond, fairy (MD47) w/ fabric
Fabric suggestion: Cream Belfast Linen 32ct Stitch count of 195 x 268. Pattern and a fat 
quarter of 32 count Cream Belfast Linen. Item #: 99-2434

Price: $28.50

Archangel (MD81)
This angel, robed in rich blues and greens, was inspired by the beautiful statues in Baroque 
Cathedrals and images in Renaissance paintings. He is a heavenly messenger with a gold 
halo and staff accentuated with golden threads and beads. You can keep his message 
mysterious or add your own special date or thought onto his rolled scroll. Stitched on 32 
count Laurel Linen Linen by Wichelt Imports. Alternate fabric is 32 count Belfast Olive 
Green Linen by Zweigart. Stitched area is 13" x 14" with a stitch count of 207 x 222.

Item #: 04-3115

Price: $13.00
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Archangel (MD81), w/ fabric
Pattern and a fat quarter of 32 count Tumbleweed Linen. This angel, robed in rich blues and 
greens, was inspired by the beautiful statues in Baroque Cathedrals and images in 
Renaissance paintings. He is a heavenly messenger with a gold halo and staff accentuated 
with golden threads and beads. You can keep his message mysterious or add your own 
special date or thought onto his rolled scroll. Stitched on 32 count Laurel Linen Linen by 
Wichelt Imports. Alternate fabric is 32 count Belfast Olive Green Linen by Zweigart. Stitched 
area is 13" x 14" with a stitch count of 207 x 222.

Item #: 04-3115

Price: $27.50

Ashley's Roses, lady (MD40)
During the golden months of summer, Ashley often climbs the winding path to her hilltop 
arbor, to gather bouquets of rambling roses, to feel the cool breeze brush her bare skin, to 
savor the scent of distant wildflowers floating on the breeze. The simple gingham checks, 
wide sash and clean lines of her gown make her bower of old-fashioned blossoms seem all 
the more exuberant, making this design all the better for lighting up any sober spot in your 
home. (Take care not to prick your fingers while stitching the English roses!) Fabric 
suggestion is Ivory Linen by Wichelt Imports. Stitched (2 over 2). DMC floss used. Blends 
are one strand each. Design area is 13" x 17" with a stitch count of 202 x 266.

Item #: 98-2040

Price: $12.00

Ashley's Roses, lady (MD40) w/ fabric
During the golden months of summer, Ashley often climbs the winding path to her hilltop 
arbor, to gather bouquets of rambling roses, to feel the cool breeze brush her bare skin, to 
savor the scent of distant wildflowers floating on the breeze. The simple gingham checks, 
wide sash and clean lines of her gown make her bower of old-fashioned blossoms seem all 
the more exuberant, making this design all the better for lighting up any sober spot in your 
home. (Take care not to prick your fingers while stitching the English roses!) Fabric 
suggestion is Ivory Linen by Wichelt Imports. Stitched (2 over 2). DMC floss used. Blends 
are one strand each. Design area is 13" x 17" with a stitch count of 202 x 266. Pattern and a 
fat quarter of 32 count Cream Bealfast Linen.

Item #: 98-2040

Price: $28.50

Athena - Goddess Of Wisdom (MD97) Embellishment pac k
Includes: Beads: 02026(1), 02038(1), 02072(1), 40252(1), 42027(2); Treasures: 13062(1), 
13063(2), 13074(2), 13077(1) **Does NOT include graph, fabric nor Kreinik Item #: MD97E

Price: $18.00

Athena Goddess Of Wisdom (MD97), lady
The owl is honored by its mistress, Athena, for its keen sight in darkness. An air of 
opulence abounds as wistful sweeping swags of tapestries gracefully intertwine. It is a 
picturesque retreat infused with exotic beads and crystals. The most treasured of which is 
the magical "inner light" of the owl that reveals unseen truths and wisdom. Stitched on 32 
count Chestnut Linen by Wichelt Imports. Stitched area is 15.75" by 12.58" with a stitch 
count of 251 x 197 Stitched 2 over 2. DMC floss used. Blends are one strand each.

Item #: 08-2263

Price: $14.00

Athena Goddess Of Wisdom (MD97), lady w/ Linen
Stitched on a 32 count Chestnut Linen. Designs size 251w x 197h. Includes pattern and a 
fat quarter of 32 count Chestnut Linen. (65142) Item #: 08-2263L

Price: $31.50

Athena Goddess Of Wisdom (MD97), special floss
The owl is honored by its mistress, Athena, for its keen sight in darkness. An air of 
opulence abounds as wistful sweeping swags of tapestries gracefully intertwine. It is a 
picturesque retreat infused with exotic beads and crystals. The most treasured of which is 
the magical "inner light" of the owl that reveals unseen truths and wisdom. Stitched on 32 
count Chestnut Linen by Wichelt Imports. Stitched area is 15.75" by 12.58" with a stitch 
count of 251 x 197 Stitched 2 over 2. DMC floss used. Blends are one strand each. Includes 
6 skeins of Waterlilies floss and a Kreinik #8 braid. Does not include pattern.

Item #: 08-2263sf

Price: $37.90
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Autumn In My Garden, lady (MD91)
Planting bulbs, covering perennials, and harvesting the end of summer pumpkins are all 
joys near to a gardener's heart. The fourth design in our garden series celebrates autumn in 
all it's windblown glory. Hang all four together or one at a time to beautifully illustrate the 
changing seasons. Stitched using 32 count Natural Linen by Wichelt Imports. Alternate 
fabric Zweigart 32 count Raw Linen Stitched area is 11 1/4" x 16 1/4" with a stitch count of 
180 x 260. Stitched (2 over 2). DMC floss used. Blends are one strand each.

Item #: 06-2432

Price: $14.00

Autumn In My Garden, lady (MD91) w/ Fabric
Planting bulbs, covering perennials, and harvesting the end of summer pumpkins are all 
joys near to a gardener's heart. The fourth design in our garden series celebrates autumn in 
all it's windblown glory. Hang all four together or one at a time to beautifully illustrate the 
changing seasons. Stitched using 32 count Natural Linen by Wichelt Imports. Stitched area 
is 11 1/4" x 16 1/4" with a stitch count of 180 x 260. Stitched (2 over 2). Pattern and a fat 
quarter of 32 count Natural Light Linen.

Item #: 06-2432

Price: $29.50

Autumn Queen (MD45)
Completing the series by Nora Corbett, "Autumn Queen" takes her place beside "Winter 
Queen", "Spring Queen", and "Summer Queen" in a royal celebration of the seasons. 
Gowned in shades of mauve and teal, and bedecked with a king's ransom worth of jewels, 
her sumptuous cloak is a Wisper-edged wonder of olive, ebony and metallic bronze 
brocade. After all, isn't it customary for autumn to arrive in a blaze of glory? Stitched on 32 
count White linen by Permin supplied by Wichelt Imports. Alternate fabric is 32 count 
Zweigart Belfast White Linen. Stitched area is 11 1/2" x 17 3/4 " with a stitch count of 184 x 
286

Item #: 99-2022

Price: $13.00

Autumn Queen (MD45) w/ fabric
Completing the series by Nora Corbett, "Autumn Queen" takes her place beside "Winter 
Queen", "Spring Queen", and "Summer Queen" in a royal celebration of the seasons. 
Gowned in shades of mauve and teal, and bedecked with a king's ransom worth of jewels, 
her sumptuous cloak is a Wisper-edged wonder of olive, ebony and metallic bronze 
brocade. After all, isn't it customary for autumn to arrive in a blaze of glory? Stitched on 32 
count White linen by Permin supplied by Wichelt Imports. Alternate fabric is 32 count 
Zweigart Belfast White Linen. Stitched area is 11 1/2" x 17 3/4 " with a stitch count of 184 x 
286 Pattern and a fat quarter of 32 count White Linen.

Item #: 99-2022

Price: $29.50

Bliss Fairy (MD89)
Delicately perched on a curling ribbon of grass, she is caught in a serene moment of 
peaceful meditation. She dons a dress skirted with green and blue leaves. Stitched on 32 
count Natural Linen by Wichelt Imports. Alternate fabric is Zwigart Belfast 32 count Raw 
Linen. Stitched area is 12 1/4" x 16 1/2" with a stitch count of 197 x 261. Stitched (2 over 2). 
Model stitched with DMC floss. Design Error: Please, use a blend of DMC floss numbers 
746 and 950 for the uppercase A symbol at the base of the fairy's wings.

Item #: MD89

Price: $14.00

Bliss Fairy (MD89) w/ Linen
Delicately perched on a curling ribbon of grass, she is caught in a serene moment of 
peaceful meditation. She dons a dress skirted with green and blue leaves. Stitched on 32 
count Natural Linen by Wichelt Imports. Alternate fabric is Zwigart Belfast 32 count Raw 
Linen. Stitched area is 12 1/4" x 16 1/2" with a stitch count of 197 x 261. Stitched (2 over 2). 
Model stitched with DMC floss. Includes pattern and a fat quarter of 32 count Natural Light 
Linen. Design Error: Please, use a blend of DMC floss numbers 746 and 950 for the 
uppercase A symbol at the base of the fairy's wings.

Item #: MD89l

Price: $30.50

Bliss Fairy Kit (MD89)
Delicately perched on a curling ribbon of grass, she is caught in a serene moment of 
peaceful meditation. She dons a dress skirted with green and blue leaves. Kit includes 
pattern, 32 count Natural Light Linen (fat quarter), 37 skeins of DMC floss, and Mill Hill 
Beads. Stitched area is 12 1/4" x 16 1/2" with a stitch count of 197 x 261. Stitched (2 over 2) 
(only items shown on unopened pattern are included) Design Error: Please, use a blend of 
DMC floss numbers 746 and 950 for the uppercase A symbol at the base of the fairy's 
wings.

Item #: MD89K

Price: $57.99
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Blooming Bride (MB18)
Perhaps on her way to meet her groom, this enchanting beauty pauses for a moment 
against a background of rich brown or spun silver 32-count linen, her gown resplendent in 
jewel-toned roses, brown velvet ribbons, Crystal Treasures and Mill Hill Beads. Her delicate 
hands and face may be worked in petit point or the traditional two-over-two. Stitched on 32 
count "Coffee Bean" linen by Wichelt Imports (2 over 2). Optional linen: 32 count "Spun 
Silver" linen by Wichelt Imports. Her face and hands can be worked in petit point or (2over 
2). Design area is 13 (1/4) x 20 (3/4) inches. Stitch count is 211 x 332.

Item #: MB18

Price: $13.00

Blooming Bride (MB18) w/ Linen
Stitched on 32 count "Coffee Bean" linen by Wichelt Imports (2 over 2). Optional linen: 32 
count "Spun Silver" linen by Wichelt Imports. Her face and hands can be worked in petit 
point or (2over 2). Design area is 13 (1/4) x 20 (3/4) inches. Stitch count is 211 x 332. 
Pattern and a fat quarter of 32 count Coffee Bean Linen.

Item #: MB18f

Price: $29.50

Blossom Harvest, lady (MD60)
A young maiden crowned with pale crystal zinnias, stops to experience the pleasures of 
nature. Her apron pattern echoes the neatly kept rows of her garden that overflows with 
pansies, narcissus, violets, and herbs. Beads make the flowers appear as they are in those 
first moments of the dewy morning -- glistening and glowing with tiny droplets. Stitched on 
32 count Natural Linen by Wichelt Imports or Zweigart. Stitched area is 7 ½" x 13 ½" with a 
stitch count of 119 x 217.

Item #: 01-2029

Price: $13.00

Blossom Harvest, lady (MD60) w/ fabric
A young maiden crowned with pale crystal zinnias, stops to experience the pleasures of 
nature. Her apron pattern echoes the neatly kept rows of her garden that overflows with 
pansies, narcissus, violets, and herbs. Beads make the flowers appear as they are in those 
first moments of the dewy morning -- glistening and glowing with tiny droplets. Stitched on 
32 count Natural Linen by Wichelt Imports or Zweigart. Stitched area is 7 ½" x 13 ½" with a 
stitch count of 119 x 217. Pattern and a fat quarter of 32 count Natural Light Linen.

Item #: 01-2029

Price: $28.35

Bluebeard's Princess  (MD98) w/ Linen, Mermaid
Stitched on 32 count Laurel Linen and has a stitch count of 160w x 228h. Pattern with a fat 
quarter of 32 count Laurel Linen. Item #: 08-2592l

Price: $30.50

Bluebeard's Princess  (MD98), Mermaid
Stitched on 32 count Laurel Linen and has a stitch count of 160w x 228h

Item #: 08-2592

Price: $14.00

Bluebeard's Princess Kit (MD98), Mermaid
Kit includes pattern, a fat quarter of 32 count Laurel Linen, embellishment pack, Kreinik 
threads, 29 skeins of DMC floss, and Waterlilies floss. Stitched area is 160w x 228 h. (10" x 
14.25")

Item #: 08-2592k

Price: $125.99

Bluebeards Princess Mirabella Embellishment Pack
Mirabilia Embellishment Pack for MD98: Includes: Beads: 10023(1), 10032(1), 10045(2), 
10081MH(1), 10091(1), 10104(1), 10106(1); Treasures: 13062(6or2pkgs), 13063(1) **Does 
NOT include graph, fabric nor Kreinik

Item #: MD98E

Price: $42.00
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Butterfly Fairy (MD75)
This latest design portrays a serene scene of a beautiful Fairy with translucent wings. She 
sits restfully in a field of flowers with a magnificent butterfly quietly settled on her 
outstretched hand. Stitched on 32 count Country French Latte Linen by Wichelt. Stitched on 
32 count Country French Latte Linen by Wichelt Imports. Alternate fabric 32 count Belfast 
Light Sand Linen by Zweigart. Stitched area is 12 1/2" x 14 1/4" with a stitch count of 199 x 
226. Design Note!! The key should list symbol "4" for DMC floss 210. There is also a small 
group of symbol "T" on the far left flower that should also be stitched with DMC 210.

Item #: MD75

Price: $13.00

Butterfly Fairy (MD75) W/ fabric
 Pattern and a fat quarter of 32 count Light Sand Linen. This latest design portrays a serene 
scene of a beautiful Fairy with translucent wings. She sits restfully in a field of flowers with a 
magnificent butterfly quietly settled on her outstretched hand. Stitched on 32 count Country 
French Latte Linen by Wichelt. Stitched on 32 count Country French Latte Linen by Wichelt 
Imports. Alternate fabric 32 count Belfast Light Sand Linen by Zweigart. Stitched area is 12 
1/2" x 14 1/4" with a stitch count of 199 x 226. Design Note!! The key should list symbol "4" 
for DMC floss 210. There is also a small group of symbol "T" on the far left flower that 
should also be stitched with DMC 210.

Item #: MD75

Price: $28.90

Butterfly Fairy Kit (MD75)
This latest design portrays a serene scene of a beautiful Fairy with translucent wings. She 
sits restfully in a field of flowers with a magnificent butterfly quietly settled on her 
outstretched hand. Kit includes pattern, a fat quarter of 32 count Light Sand Belfast Linen, 
38 skeins of DMC floss, and Mill Hill Beads. Stitched area is 12 1/2" x 14 1/4" with a stitch 
count of 199 x 226 Design Note!! The key should list symbol "4" for DMC floss 210. There is 
also a small group of symbol "T" on the far left flower that should also be stitched with DMC 
210.

Item #: MD75K

Price: $57.75

Caring Wings, angel (MD73)
Encircled in a garland of olive branches, this down winged angel reaches out for a dove in 
flight. She wears a gown of sunset hues and a solid gold halo. Stitched on 32 count Natural 
Light Linen from Wichelt Imports. Alternate fabric 32 count Zweigart Belfast Light Mocha 
Linen. Stitched area is 12 3/4" x 15" with a stitch count of 201 x 240. Design Note!! Blend 
223-354 should be 223-3354 Use one strand 936 for olive branch backstitch

Item #: 03-3086

Price: $13.00

Caring Wings, angel (MD73) w/ fabric
Encircled in a garland of olive branches, this down winged angel reaches out for a dove in 
flight. She wears a gown of sunset hues and a solid gold halo. Stitched on 32 count Natural 
Light Linen from Wichelt Imports. Alternate fabric 32 count Zweigart Belfast Light Mocha 
Linen. Stitched area is 12 3/4" x 15" with a stitch count of 201 x 240. Design Note!! Blend 
223-354 should be 223-3354 Use one strand 936 for olive branch backstitch Pattern and a 
fat quarter of 32 count Natural Light Linen.

Item #: 03-3086

Price: $29.50

Charlotte Embellishment Pack-MD112e
Mirabilia Embellishment Pack for MD112: Includes: Beads, treasures **Does NOT include 
chart or fabric Item #: MD112e

Price: $31.50

Charlotte-MD112, lady
"Charlotte" MD112 by Nora Corbett Release Date: December 15, 2010 This treasure of 
cross stitch is a symphone of fuschia, teal and lime. The pose is one of elegance and quiet 
contemplation. The simple flowing satin shows a subtle sheen and give this piece and Art 
Nouveau feel. Stitched on 32 count Beach Walk Linen by Wichelt Imports in our fabric 
section. Stitched area is 11.94" by 15.88" with a stitch count of 191 x 254 Stitched 2 over 2. 
DMC floss used.

Item #: MD112

Price: $14.00
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Christmas Elegance (MD6)
Glorious gifts await on the lap of the emerald-gowned heiress who sits beneath the softly 
falling snow on a starry Christmas Eve. Who would guess from her beaded and bejeweled 
opulence that she waits each year at this time to spread lavish holiday cheer among those 
less fortunate? Stitched on 32 count Antique Blue Linen by Wichelt Imports (2 over 2 ). 
Design area is 13 x 10 (1/2) inches. Stitch count is 210 x 170. DMC floss used.

Item #: 8082

Price: $13.00

Christmas Elegance (MD6) w/ fabric
Glorious gifts await on the lap of the emerald-gowned heiress who sits beneath the softly 
falling snow on a starry Christmas Eve. Who would guess from her beaded and bejeweled 
opulence that she waits each year at this time to spread lavish holiday cheer among those 
less fortunate? Stitched on 32 count Antique Blue Linen by Wichelt Imports (2 over 2 ). 
Design area is 13 x 10 (1/2) inches. Stitch count is 210 x 170. DMC floss used. Pattern and 
a fat quarter of 32 count Blue Silk Linen.

Item #: 8082

Price: $28.50

Christmas Flourishes, lady (MD24)
All the excitement of the Yuletide season is captured in this vivid portrait of a wind-borne 
spirit bearing precious gifts, silken banners, golden baubles, and fragrant boughs to 
decorate the heavens. Third in a series of opulent, elegant holiday designs, it's Nora 
Corbett's 1996 Merry Christmas greeting to cross stitchers around the world. Stitched on 32 
count Antique Blue linen from Wichelt Imports. Alternate fabric Zweigart 32 count Belfast 
Misty Blue linen. Design area is approximately 13" x 16" with a stitch count of 210 x 270.

Item #: 960-1438

Price: $13.00

Christmas Flourishes, lady (MD24) w/ fabric
All the excitement of the Yuletide season is captured in this vivid portrait of a wind-borne 
spirit bearing precious gifts, silken banners, golden baubles, and fragrant boughs to 
decorate the heavens. Third in a series of opulent, elegant holiday designs, it's Nora 
Corbett's 1996 Merry Christmas greeting to cross stitchers around the world. Stitched on 32 
count Antique Blue linen from Wichelt Imports. Alternate fabric Zweigart 32 count Belfast 
Misty Blue linen. Design area is approximately 13" x 16" with a stitch count of 210 x 270. 
Pattern and a fat quarter of 32 count Antique Blue Linen.

Item #: 960-1438

Price: $29.50

Christmas Flourishes, lady KIT (MD24)
Kit includes pattern, Antique Blue Linen (32 count), 6 pkgs. Mill Hill Beads, 3 Kreinik braids, 
and 48 skenis of DMC floss. Design area is approximately 13" x 16" with a stitch count of 
210 x 270.

Item #: 960-1438K

Price: $67.50

Christmas Tree 2008-MIR-KIT09
Kit includes Crescent Colours hand dyed threads, Mill Hill beads and treasures, and Kreinik 
#4 Braid. The stitch count is 114w x 182 h. Fabric suggestions, 32 count Stoney Point linen 
. Fabric not included

Item #: MIR-KIT09

Price: $69.99

Christmas Wishes (MD61)
My new design is of a boy and girl sitting on Santa's lap and telling him their hopes and 
dreams. Santa is on a throne and cloaked in festive red and gold. There is much evergreen 
garland that softly twinkles and intricate beading on the columns. I hope your Holiday 
season is filled with the peace and joy that I tried to convey in this pattern. ~Nora Stitched 
on 32 count Natural Linen by Wichelt Imports or Zweigart. Stitched area is 11½" x 18" with a 
stitch count of 180 x 285.

Item #: 01-2456

Price: $13.00
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Christmas Wishes (MD61) w/ fabric
My new design is of a boy and girl sitting on Santa's lap and telling him their hopes and 
dreams. Santa is on a throne and cloaked in festive red and gold. There is much evergreen 
garland that softly twinkles and intricate beading on the columns. I hope your Holiday 
season is filled with the peace and joy that I tried to convey in this pattern. ~Nora Stitched 
on 32 count Natural Linen by Wichelt Imports or Zweigart. Stitched area is 11½" x 18" with a 
stitch count of 180 x 285. pattern with a fat quarter of 32 count Natural Light Linen

Item #: 01-2456

Price: $28.50

Cinderella Kit, romantic lady (MD69)
"She made her escape as lightly as a deer. The Prince followed, but could not catch her. 
Only she dropped one of her glass slippers, which he picked up and treasured." Kit includes 
pattern, Mill Hill beads, Kreinik threads, and 32 count Smokey Pearl Linen (fat quarter) and 
36 skeins of DMC floss. Stitched area is 17" x 15 1/2" with a stitch count of 271 x 246. 
Stitched (2 over 2). DMC floss used. Blends are one strand each.

Item #: 03-1602K

Price: $98.90

Cinderella, romantic lady (MD69)
She made her escape as lightly as a deer. The Prince followed, but could not catch her. 
Only she dropped one of her glass slippers, which he picked up and treasured. Stitched on 
a 32 count Wichelt Twilight Blue Linen. Stitched area is 17" x 15 1/2" with a stitch count of 
271 x 246. Stitched (2 over 2). DMC floss used. Blends are one strand each.

Item #: MD69

Price: $14.00

Cinderella, romantic lady (MD69) w/ fabric
She made her escape as lightly as a deer. The Prince followed, but could not catch her. 
Only she dropped one of her glass slippers, which he picked up and treasured. Stitched on 
a 32 count Wichelt Twilight Blue Linen. Stitched area is 17" x 15 1/2" with a stitch count of 
271 x 246. Stitched (2 over 2). DMC floss used. Blends are one strand each. Pattern with a 
fat quarter of 32 count Twilight Blue Linen.

Item #: MD69

Price: $29.50

Circle of Friends (MD101)
"Circle of Friends" MD101 by Nora Corbett Release Date: April 15, 2009 This is a tapestry 
tale of the love and support of close friends. Three golden-haired goddesses dance 
intertwined amidst falling fuschia roses. Each has her own beaded gown of peach, lemon 
and mint green. Designed to honor our dearest friends who are there to inspire and 
enlighten us when we need it most. Stitched area is 9.13" by 14.88" with a stitch count of 
146 x 238. Stitched 2 over 2.

Item #: 09-1644

Price: $14.00

Circle of Friends (MD101) kit
"Circle of Friends" MD101 by Nora Corbett Release Date: April 15, 2009 This is a tapestry 
tale of the love and support of close friends. Three golden-haired goddesses dance 
intertwined amidst falling fuschia roses. Each has her own beaded gown of peach, lemon 
and mint green. Designed to honor our dearest friends who are there to inspire and 
enlighten us when we need it most. Stitched area is 9.13" by 14.88" with a stitch count of 
146 x 238. Stitched 2 over 2. Includes pattern and a fat quarter of 32 count Coffee Bean 
Linen, 30 skeins of DMC floss, Kreinik threads and Mill Hill beads.

Item #: MD101k

Price: $69.50

Circle of Friends (MD101) w/ Linen
"Circle of Friends" MD101 by Nora Corbett Release Date: April 15, 2009 This is a tapestry 
tale of the love and support of close friends. Three golden-haired goddesses dance 
intertwined amidst falling fuschia roses. Each has her own beaded gown of peach, lemon 
and mint green. Designed to honor our dearest friends who are there to inspire and 
enlighten us when we need it most. Stitched area is 9.13" by 14.88" with a stitch count of 
146 x 238. Stitched 2 over 2. Includes pattern and a fat quarter of 32 count Coffee Bean 
Linen.

Item #: MD101L

Price: $30.50
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Circle Of Friends Embellishment Pack
Mirabilia Embellishment Pack for MD101: Includes: Beads Mill Hill 02011, 03038, 10041 
and 62038 **Does NOT include graph, fabric nor Kreinik Item #: MD101E

Price: $9.00

Cottage Garden Fairy, The   (MD63)
Stitched on 32 count Chestnut linen by Wichelt Imports. Alternate fabric is 32 count Belfast 
Light Mocha linen by Zweigart. Stitched area is 13 1/4" x 17" with a stitch count of 210 x 271. Item #: 02-1602

Price: $13.00

Cottage Garden Fairy, The   (MD63) w/ fabric
Stitched on 32 count Chestnut linen by Wichelt Imports. Alternate fabric is 32 count Belfast 
Light Mocha linen by Zweigart. Stitched area is 13 1/4" x 17" with a stitch count of 210 x 
271. Pattern and a fat quarter of 32 count Chestnut Linen (65142).

Item #: 02-1602

Price: $29.50

Crescent Dreams
Model stitched on 32 count white Linen.

Item #: MLS3

Price: $13.00

Crystal Christmas (MD28)
In a secret clearing deep in a far away woods, a party of snow angels gather in their frosty 
finery to pay homage to the coming of Christmas. Stitch count is 400x212. Item #: 97-1769

Price: $13.00

Crystal Christmas (MD28) w/ fabric
In a secret clearing deep in a far away woods, a party of snow angels gather in their frosty 
finery to pay homage to the coming of Christmas. Stitch count is 400x212. Pattern with a fat 
quarter of 32 count White Linen.

Item #: 97-1769

Price: $28.50

Crystal Symphony Kit, lady (MD94)
Kit includes pattern, 32 count Stoney Point Linen (fat quarter), Kreinik Metallic threads, Mill 
Hill beads, and DMC floss. In this ballad of needlework the crystals hang from the 
chandelier like notes on a page. there is an orchestra of dark, dramatic roses and heirloom 
pearls playing on the gown of a lady in white. Each stitch is a musical note from the overture 
to the closing of this dramatic opera. Stitched area is 11 1/2" by 17 3/4" with a stitch count 
of 182 x 282.

Item #: 07-1568K

Price: $81.90

Crystal Symphony, lady (MD94)
In this ballad of needlework the crystals hang from the chandelier like notes on a page. 
there is an orchestra of dark, dramatic roses and heirloom pearls playing on the gown of a 
lady in white. Each stitch is a musical note from the overture to the closing of this dramatic 
opera. Model was stitched over two threads on 32-count Stoney Point linen by Wichelt 
Imports. Stitched area is 11 1/2" by 17 3/4" with a stitch count of 182 x 282.

Item #: 07-1568

Price: $14.00
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Crystal Symphony, lady (MD94) w/ fabric
In this ballad of needlework the crystals hang from the chandelier like notes on a page. 
there is an orchestra of dark, dramatic roses and heirloom pearls playing on the gown of a 
lady in white. Each stitch is a musical note from the overture to the closing of this dramatic 
opera. Model was stitched over two threads on 32-count Stoney Point linen by Wichelt 
Imports. Stitched area is 11 1/2" by 17 3/4" with a stitch count of 182 x 282. Pattern with a 
fat quarter of 32 count Stoney Point Linen.

Item #: 07-1568

Price: $30.50

Damask Roses, lady (MD1)
A Grecian beauty clasps a bouquet of pink roses to her heart, her gold-banded teal gown 
draped in serene folds about her as she dreams of days last spent with her one true love in 
this very topiary garden. There are no beads on this design-- the textural interplay of carved 
stone, shimmering silk and soft rose petals is embellishment enough. Fabric suggestion is 
32 count Natural Linen (2 over 2). Design area is 15 (3/4) x 19 (1/2) inches. Stitch count is 
237 x 296.

Item #: 6930

Price: $13.00

Damask Roses, lady (MD1) w/ fabric
A Grecian beauty clasps a bouquet of pink roses to her heart, her gold-banded teal gown 
draped in serene folds about her as she dreams of days last spent with her one true love in 
this very topiary garden. There are no beads on this design-- the textural interplay of carved 
stone, shimmering silk and soft rose petals is embellishment enough. Fabric suggestion is 
32 count Natural Linen (2 over 2). Design area is 15 (3/4) x 19 (1/2) inches. Stitch count is 
237 x 296. Pattern and a fat quarter of 32 count Natural Light Linen.

Item #: 6930

Price: $27.50

Day Nymph (MD104)
Release Date: October 15, 2009 This piece combines the mesmerizing artistry of jewelry 
with the symbolism of a woman emerging, strong and resilient. She is floating with painted 
wings and a faceted crystal heart. Stitched on 32 count Star Sapphire Linen by Wichelt 
Imports. Stitched area is 9.38" by 8.81" with a stitch count of 150 x 141

Item #: MD104

Price: $12.00

Day Nymph Embellishment  Pack
Mirabilia Embellishment Pack for MD104: Includes: Beads and Treasures and Valdani 
thread **Does NOT include chart, fabric or Kreinik (either single or bulk) Item #: MD104E

Price: $45.00

Day Nymph Kit (MD104)
Release Date: October 15, 2009 This piece combines the mesmerizing artistry of jewelry 
with the symbolism of a woman emerging, strong and resilient. She is floating with painted 
wings and a faceted crystal heart. Stitched on 32 count Star Sapphire Linen by Wichelt 
Imports. Stitched area is 9.38" by 8.81" with a stitch count of 150 x 141 Kit includes pattern, 
a fat quarter of 32 count Star Sapphire Linen, Mill Hill beads and treasures, Valdani floss, 
DMC floss and Kreinik braids.

Item #: MD104K

Price: $83.99

Deco Spirits (MD19)
If you've come to expect anything from Nora Corbett, it's the unusual and unexpected, and 
her new "Deco Spirits" continues that tradition. Inspired by art deco architecture, the four 
spirits represent the elements of earth, fire, water, and air. Each features muted metallics in 
shades of seafoam, periwinkle, gold, and aubergine. Because they can be stitched and 
framed together or individually, "Deco Spirits" is the perfect choice for beginners or 
advanced stitchers, or anyone who appreciates a fresh, innovative design. Fabric 
suggestion is 32 count White linen by Wichelt Imports (2 over 2). If stitched as shown, 
design area id 11 (1/4) x 13 (1/2) inches with a stitch count of 177 x 215. If panels are 
stitched, each has a design area of 4 (4/5) x 6 inches. Stitch count is 77 x 96.

Item #: 96-492

Price: $13.00
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Deepest Love, mermaid (MD42)
She looked. And he looked back. She loved. And he loved back. It didn't matter that she 
lived beneath the seas, and he beside them. Love knows no boundaries. And so she goes 
to him, with joy, and with the jewels and regal bearing befitting a princess from the deep. 
Their time together will be counted in precious moments. Always secret. Always sweet. It 
will have to do. Stitched on 32 count Zweigart Belfast Amsterdam Blue Linen by Wichelt. 
Stitched (2 over 2). DMC floss used. Blends are one strand each. Stitched area is 10 3/4" x 
14 " with a stitch count of 172 x 225.

Item #: 99-1087

Price: $13.00

Deepest Love, mermaid (MD42) Kit
She looked. And he looked back. She loved. And he loved back. It didn't matter that she 
lived beneath the seas, and he beside them. Love knows no boundaries. And so she goes 
to him, with joy, and with the jewels and regal bearing befitting a princess from the deep. 
Their time together will be counted in precious moments. Always secret. Always sweet. It 
will have to do. Stitched on 32 count Zweigart Belfast Amsterdam Blue Linen by Wichelt. 
Stitched (2 over 2). DMC floss used. Blends are one strand each. Stitched area is 10 3/4" x 
14 " with a stitch count of 172 x 225. Kit includes pattern, a fat quarter of 32 count 
Amsterdam Blue Belfast Linen, 32 skeins of DMC floss, Kreinik threads and Mill Hill beads 
and treasures.

Item #: 99-1087k

Price: $52.90

Deepest Love, mermaid (MD42) w/ fabric
She looked. And he looked back. She loved. And he loved back. It didn't matter that she 
lived beneath the seas, and he beside them. Love knows no boundaries. And so she goes 
to him, with joy, and with the jewels and regal bearing befitting a princess from the deep. 
Their time together will be counted in precious moments. Always secret. Always sweet. It 
will have to do. Stitched on 32 count Zweigart Belfast Amsterdam Blue Linen by Wichelt. 
Stitched (2 over 2). DMC floss used. Blends are one strand each. Stitched area is 10 3/4" x 
14 " with a stitch count of 172 x 225. Pattern and a fat quarter of 32 count of Belfast 
Amsterdam Blue Linen.

Item #: 99-1087

Price: $28.50

Dreamer (The)-(MD8)
What beautiful maiden wouldn't sleep well in a golden beaded gown and a bed of rich 
crimson silks, lush sapphire velvets and cascading blue and white forget-me-nots? Is she 
dreaming of angels? Stolen kisses? Waltzing under the moon? You decide as you stitch 
this peaceful scene and let the cares of the day slip away. Stitched on 32 count Desert 
Sand Linen by Wichelt Imports (2 over 2 ). Design area is 10 x 23 (1/4) inches. Stitch count 
is 160 x 370.

Item #: MB8

Price: $13.00

Dreamer (The)-(MD8) w/ linen
Pattern and a fat quarter of 32 count Natural Light Linen. Design area is 10 x 23 (1/4) 
inches. Stitch count is 160 x 370. Item #: MB8L

Price: $27.50

Elizabeth And The Lavender Sky, lady (MD10)
Perhaps she's the spirit of the year's most bountiful season. Perhaps she's the angelic 
bearer of the first full blooms of summer. Dressed in the colors of the clouds, wind and sky, 
and surrounded by intricately carved alabaster borders, whatever her purpose, there is no 
doubt that she is unrivaled by any beauty here on earth. Fabric Suggestion is 32 count 
Cream Linen by Wichelt Imports (2 over 2 ). Design area is 12 (1/2) x 12 (3/4) inches. Stitch 
count is 200 x 206.

Item #: 9226

Price: $11.00

Emerald Mermaid (MD77)
Designed in pearly and citron hues, this enchanted deep sea nymph gracefully swims 
across the linen, entwined in lavender and mossy green blooming seaweed. Stitched area is 
12 3/4" x 18" with a stitch count of 204 x 288.

Item #: 04-1944

Price: $14.00
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Emerald Mermaid (MD77) w/ fabric
Designed in pearly and citron hues, this enchanted deep sea nymph gracefully swims 
across the linen, entwined in lavender and mossy green blooming seaweed. Stitched area is 
12 3/4" x 18" with a stitch count of 204 x 288. Stitched on 32 count Stoney point Linen by 
Wichelt. Pattern and a fat quarter of 32 count Chestnut Linen.

Item #: 04-1944

Price: $29.50

Emerald Mermaid Kit (MD77)
Designed in pearly and citron hues, this enchanted deep sea nymph gracefully swims 
across the linen, entwined in lavender and mossy green blooming seaweed. Kit includes 
pattern, fat quarter of 32 count Stoney Point Linen, 28 skeins of DMC floss, Mill Hill Beads, 
and Kreinik #4 Braids. Stitched area is 12 3/4" x 18" with a stitch count of 204 x 288.

Item #: MD77K

Price: $55.99

Enchanted Dreamer (MD43)
Formed of colors only found in mystical glades, or in Nora Corbett's watercolor palette, this 
sleepy beauty snuggles into slumber, ivory arms wrapped around a golden, jewel-tasseled 
pillow. Awash in shades of shell, coral, celadon and evening blue (with touches of fairy dust, 
of course), she'll drift off happily in any wood-paneled music room, softly lit hallway, or 
elegant bedchamber. Remember, stitch quietly. Stitched on 32 count Bonnie Blue Linen by 
Wichelt Imports. Alternate fabric is 32 count Belfast Confederate Gray Linen. Stitched area 
is 11 3/4" x 14 1/4 " with a stitch count of 187 x 225.

Item #: 99-1581

Price: $13.00

Enchanted Dreamer (MD43) Kit
Formed of colors only found in mystical glades, or in Nora Corbett's watercolor palette, this 
sleepy beauty snuggles into slumber, ivory arms wrapped around a golden, jewel-tasseled 
pillow. Awash in shades of shell, coral, celadon and evening blue (with touches of fairy dust, 
of course), she'll drift off happily in any wood-paneled music room, softly lit hallway, or 
elegant bedchamber. Remember, stitch quietly. Stitched on 32 count Belfast Little Boy Blue 
Linen by Wichelt Imports. Stitched area is 11 3/4" x 14 1/4 " with a stitch count of 187 x 225. 
Kit includes pattern, a fat quarter of 32 count Little Boy Blue Belfast Linen, 39 skeins of 
DMC floss, Kreinik Threads and Mill Hill beads and treasures.

Item #: 99-1581k

Price: $65.90

Enchanted Dreamer (MD43) w/ fabric
Formed of colors only found in mystical glades, or in Nora Corbett's watercolor palette, this 
sleepy beauty snuggles into slumber, ivory arms wrapped around a golden, jewel-tasseled 
pillow. Awash in shades of shell, coral, celadon and evening blue (with touches of fairy dust, 
of course), she'll drift off happily in any wood-paneled music room, softly lit hallway, or 
elegant bedchamber. Remember, stitch quietly. Stitched on 32 count Belfast Little Boy Blue 
Linen by Wichelt Imports. Stitched area is 11 3/4" x 14 1/4 " with a stitch count of 187 x 225. 
Pattern with 32 count Confederate Gray Belfast Linen.

Item #: 99-1581

Price: $28.00

Enchanted Mermaid (MD84)
This striking sea nymph comes alive with metallic threads, beads and treasures. It will 
surely be one of your favorite designs. Use the crystal treasures listed or adorn her with any 
meaningful beads that you feel are worthy of this beautiful mermaid. Stitched on 32 count 
Twilight Blue Linen by Wichelt Imports. Stitched area is 10 1/2" x 16 1/2" with a stitch count 
of 168 x 258. Stitched (2 over 2). DMC floss used.

Item #: 05-1757

Price: $14.00

Enchanted Mermaid (MD84) w/ Linen
This striking sea nymph comes alive with metallic threads, beads and treasures. It will 
surely be one of your favorite designs. Use the crystal treasures listed or adorn her with any 
meaningful beads that you feel are worthy of this beautiful mermaid. Stitched on 32 count 
Twilight Blue Linen by Wichelt Imports. Stitched area is 10 1/2" x 16 1/2" with a stitch count 
of 168 x 258. Stitched (2 over 2). DMC floss used. Patterns and a fat quarter of 32 count 
Twilight blue Linen (6518)

Item #: 05-1757L

Price: $29.50
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Enchanted Mermaid Kit (MD84)
Kit includes pattern, fabric (fat quarter of 32 count, Twilight Blue Linen), 28 skeins of DMC 
floss, 6 Kreinik #4 braids, 6 Mill Hill beads, and 33 Mill Hill Treasures. This striking sea 
nymph comes alive with metallic threads, beads and treasures. It will surely be one of your 
favorite designs. Use the crystal treasures listed or adorn her with any meaningful beads 
that you feel are worthy of this beautiful mermaid. Stitched area is 10 1/2" x 16 1/2" with a 
stitch count of 168 x 258. Stitched (2 over 2). DMC floss used.

Item #: 05-1757k

Price: $140.90

English Roses-MB14 w/ linen
Stitched on 32 count Desert Sand linen by Wichelt Imports (2 over 2 ). Design area is 6 
(1/2) x 10 (1/2) inches. Stitch count is 103 x 165. Pattern and a fat quarter of 32 count 
Desert Sand Linen.

Item #: MB14

Price: $27.50

English Roses-MD14
Stitched on 32 count Desert Sand linen by Wichelt Imports (2 over 2 ). Design area is 6 
(1/2) x 10 (1/2) inches. Stitch count is 103 x 165. Item #: MD14

Price: $13.00

Fairie Treasures (MD66)
A peaceful fairie brings treasures of your own choosing. "Love", "Joy", or "Peace" can be 
inscribed on her special treasure box for a dear friend or you! She is in calm rust and berry 
colors. Gold beads and satin ribbons cascade from her silken gown and she is enveloped in 
a mystical garden of pale blues and greens. Model stitched on 32 count Light Mocha Belfast 
Linen from Zweigart. Stitched area is 10½" x 15¾" with a stitch count of 164 x 251. Stitched 
(2 over 2).

Item #: MB66

Price: $13.00

Fairie Treasures (MD66) w/ fabric
A peaceful fairie brings treasures of your own choosing. "Love", "Joy", or "Peace" can be 
inscribed on her special treasure box for a dear friend or you! She is in calm rust and berry 
colors. Gold beads and satin ribbons cascade from her silken gown and she is enveloped in 
a mystical garden of pale blues and greens. Model stitched on 32 count Light Mocha Belfast 
Linen from Zweigart. Stitched area is 10½" x 15¾" with a stitch count of 164 x 251. Stitched 
(2 over 2). Pattern with a fat quarter of 32 count Light Mocha Belfast Linen.

Item #: MB66

Price: $28.00

Fairy Flora (MD7)
Sprightly and lite, the tiniest of forest fairies flits among dew-covered flowers and berries. 
Barely bigger than a blossom herself, her dress is fashioned from fresh lavender petals, her 
wings from silvery cobweb silk, and her magic wand from a single falling star. Take care or 
you're sure to fall under her magical spell with the first turn of your needle. Stitched on 32 
count Barnwood Linen By Wichelt Imports (2 over 2). Design area is 8 x 20 inches. Stitch 
count is 126 x 320. Alternat fabric is 32 count Natural Brown Linen from Wichelt.

Item #: 8288

Price: $13.00

Fairy Flora (MD7) w/ fabric
Sprightly and lite, the tiniest of forest fairies flits among dew-covered flowers and berries. 
Barely bigger than a blossom herself, her dress is fashioned from fresh lavender petals, her 
wings from silvery cobweb silk, and her magic wand from a single falling star. Take care or 
you're sure to fall under her magical spell with the first turn of your needle. Stitched on 32 
count Barnwood Linen By Wichelt Imports (2 over 2). Design area is 8 x 20 inches. Stitch 
count is 126 x 320. Alternat fabric is 32 count Natural Brown Linen from Wichelt. Pattern 
and a fat quarter of 32 count Natural Brown Undyed Linen.

Item #: 8288

Price: $27.50
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Fairy Flora Kit (MD7)
Kit includes pattern, 32 count Natural Brown Linen in a fat quarter, 46 skeins of DMC floss, 
4 Mill Hill beads and one Kreinik Blending filament. Sprightly and lite, the tiniest of forest 
fairies flits among dew-covered flowers and berries. Barely bigger than a blossom herself, 
her dress is fashioned from fresh lavender petals, her wings from silvery cobweb silk, and 
her magic wand from a single falling star. Take care or you're sure to fall under her magical 
spell with the first turn of your needle. Stitched on 32 count Barnwood Linen By Wichelt 
Imports (2 over 2). Design area is 8 x 20 inches. Stitch count is 126 x 320. Alternat fabric is 
32 count Natural Brown Linen from Wichelt.

Item #: 8288K

Price: $58.90

Fairy Idyll (MD21)
Wings at rest, a young wood fairy enjoys a private moment in her four-posted bed, 
surrounded by topiaries, stone angels, a steadfast bunny, and moss-draped chandelier. 
She's one fairy that's fun to stitch, and looks lovely in any bedroom that's decorated as 
tastefully as hers. Fabric suggestion is 32 count Water-Lily linen by Wichelt Imports (2 over 
2). Designs area is 15 (1/2) x 19 (1/3) inches with a stitch count of 247 x 309.

Item #: 96-686

Price: $13.00

Fairy Idyll (MD21) w/ Linen
Wings at rest, a young wood fairy enjoys a private moment in her four-posted bed, 
surrounded by topiaries, stone angels, a steadfast bunny, and moss-draped chandelier. 
She's one fairy that's fun to stitch, and looks lovely in any bedroom that's decorated as 
tastefully as hers. Fabric suggestion is 32 count Water-Lily linen by Wichelt Imports (2 over 
2). Designs area is 15 (1/2) x 19 (1/3) inches with a stitch count of 247 x 309. Pattern and a 
fat quarter of 32 count Water Lily Linen.

Item #: 96-686

Price: $27.50

Fairy Moon (MD2)
Mesmerized by a beaded moon, a fairy floats on a carpet of filmy clouds, ethereal in a 
white, off-the-shoulder gown with mauve cape and strands of lustrous pearls woven 
throughout her chestnut hair. Her gauzy, iridescent wings are momentarily at rest as a 
dozen swirling, misty moons light her way throughout the night. Fabric suggestion is 28 
count Amber Linen (2 over 2) by Wichelt Imports. Design area is 18 (1/4) x 19 (1/4) inches. 
Stitch count is 259 x 274.

Item #: MD2

Price: $13.00

Fairy Moon (MD2) kit
Mesmerized by a beaded moon, a fairy floats on a carpet of filmy clouds, ethereal in a 
white, off-the-shoulder gown with mauve cape and strands of lustrous pearls woven 
throughout her chestnut hair. Her gauzy, iridescent wings are momentarily at rest as a 
dozen swirling, misty moons light her way throughout the night. Fabric suggestion is 28 
count Amber Linen (2 over 2) by Wichelt Imports. Design area is 18 (1/4) x 19 (1/4) inches. 
Stitch count is 259 x 274. Pattern and a fat quarter of 28 count Amber Linen, 27 skeins of 
DMC floss and Mill Hill beads.

Item #: MD2k

Price: $51.99

Fairy Moon (MD2) w/ fabric
Mesmerized by a beaded moon, a fairy floats on a carpet of filmy clouds, ethereal in a 
white, off-the-shoulder gown with mauve cape and strands of lustrous pearls woven 
throughout her chestnut hair. Her gauzy, iridescent wings are momentarily at rest as a 
dozen swirling, misty moons light her way throughout the night. Fabric suggestion is 28 
count Amber Linen (2 over 2) by Wichelt Imports. Design area is 18 (1/4) x 19 (1/4) inches. 
Stitch count is 259 x 274. Pattern and a fat quarter of 28 count Amber Linen.

Item #: MD2

Price: $27.50

Fairy Roses

Item #: 05-2064

Price: $13.00
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Fairy Tales (MD20)
Stitched on 32 count Spun Silver linen by Wichelt Imports (2 over 2 ). Design area id 10 
(1/2) x 12 (4/5) inches with a stitch count of 168 x 204. Item #: MB20

Price: $13.00

Fairy Tales (MD20) w/ Linen
Stitched on 32 count Spun Silver linen by Wichelt Imports (2 over 2 ). Design area id 10 
(1/2) x 12 (4/5) inches with a stitch count of 168 x 204. Pattern and a fat quarter of 32 count 
Shell Linen (6514)

Item #: MB20L

Price: $27.50

Feathered Fairy (MD83)
Become lost in the splendors of blue and green with this prancing miniature fashion muse. 
With delicate iridescent wings and velvety feathered skirt, she breaths new life into an age 
old craft. Cross-stitch and decorate the everyday with textures from nature mixing grace and 
color from head to toe. Stitched on 32 count Natural Linen by Wichelt Imports. Stitched area 
is 12 ¼" x 15 ½" with a stitch count of 193 x 243.

Item #: 05-1012

Price: $14.00

Feathered Fairy (MD83) w/ Linen
Become lost in the splendors of blue and green with this prancing miniature fashion muse. 
With delicate iridescent wings and velvety feathered skirt, she breaths new life into an age 
old craft. Cross-stitch and decorate the everyday with textures from nature mixing grace and 
color from head to toe. Stitched on 32 count Natural Linen by Wichelt Imports. Stitched area 
is 12 ¼" x 15 ½" with a stitch count of 193 x 243 Pattern and a fat quarter of 32 count 
Natural Light Linen.

Item #: 05-1012

Price: $29.50

Feathered Fairy Kit (MD83)
Kit includes pattern, fabric (fat quarter of 32 count Natural Linen), 43 skeins of DMC floss, 2 
Krenik #4 braids, and 1 pkg of Mill Hill beads. Stitched area is 12 ¼" x 15 ½" with a stitch 
count of 193 x 243.

Item #: 05-1012k

Price: $56.75

Forest Goddess, lady (MD87)
She wears a berry dyed satin dress with crystal dew drops aound her neck. Sparkling 
firefles dance in her earthen locks and all about as she balances nature between her 
fingertips. Stitched on 32 count Natural Linen by Wichelt Imports. Alternate fabric is 
Zweigart Belfast 32 count Raw Linen. Stitched area is 7 3/4' by 15 1/4' with a stitch count of 
124 by 242. Stitched (2 over 2). DMC floss used. Blends are one strand each. 

Item #: 05-3146

Price: $13.00

Forest Goddess, lady (MD87) w/ Linen
She wears a berry dyed satin dress with crystal dew drops aound her neck. Sparkling 
firefles dance in her earthen locks and all about as she balances nature between her 
fingertips. Stitched on 32 count Natural Linen by Wichelt Imports. Alternate fabric is 
Zweigart Belfast 32 count Raw Linen. Stitched area is 7 3/4' by 15 1/4' with a stitch count of 
124 by 242. Stitched (2 over 2). DMC floss used. Blends are one strand each. Pattern and a 
fat quarter of 32 count Natural Linen. 65140)

Item #: 05-3146L

Price: $29.50

Forest Goddess, lady KIT (MD87)
She wears a berry dyed satin dress with crystal dew drops aound her neck. Sparkling 
firefles dance in her earthen locks and all about as she balances nature between her 
fingertips. Kit includes pattern, a fat quarter of 32 count Natural Light Linen, 33 skeins of 
DMC floss, Kreinik #4 braid, 4 Mill Hill Beads, and 1 Mill Hill Treasure. Stitched area is 7 
3/4' by 15 1/4' with a stitch count of 124 by 242. Stitched (2 over 2). DMC floss used. Blends 
are one strand each.

Item #: 05-3146

Price: $60.90
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Garden Beauty Kit (MD86)
Kit incudes pattern, 32 count Chestnut Linen (fat quarter), 36 skeins of DMC floss, Kreinik 
Threads, and Mill Hill Beads. Stitched on 32 count Chestnut Linen by Wichelt Imports. 
Stitched area is 8 1/4" x 16 3/4" with a stitch count of 131 x 268. Stitched (2 over 2). DMC 
floss used. Blends are one strand each. (kit only includes items shown on unopened pattern)

Item #: 05-2860

Price: $65.50

Garden Beauty, Victorian (MD86)
This is a classic and timeless heirloom design. A rosarian tends to her English garden. Her 
dusty blue satin gown is accented with clusters of precious antique beads. The fairy tale 
border drips with roses, gems, and lush velvet brown ribbons. Stitched on 32 count 
Chestnut Linen by Wichelt Imports. Stitched area is 8 1/4" x 16 3/4" with a stitch count of 
131 x 268. Stitched (2 over 2). DMC floss used. Blends are one strand each.

Item #: 05-2860

Price: $13.00

Garden Beauty, Victorian (MD86) w/ Linen
This is a classic and timeless heirloom design. A rosarian tends to her English garden. Her 
dusty blue satin gown is accented with clusters of precious antique beads. The fairy tale 
border drips with roses, gems, and lush velvet brown ribbons. Stitched on 32 count 
Chestnut Linen by Wichelt Imports. Stitched area is 8 1/4" x 16 3/4" with a stitch count of 
131 x 268. Stitched (2 over 2). DMC floss used. Blends are one strand each. Pattern and a 
fat quarter of 32 count Chestnut fabric.

Item #: 05-2860

Price: $31.50

Garden Muses, lady (MD44)
According to Greek mythology, muses are the ageless spirits who inspire and watch over us 
as we create. What better place for muses to reside than a cool, green topiary garden? At 
the entrance to Nora Corbett's classical retreat, ancient urns drip with moss, wrought-iron 
gates beckon visitors inside, and all who enter are promised a quiet place of peace and 
inspiration. Stitched on 32 count Laurel Linen by Wichelt Imports. Alternate fabric is 32 
count Belfast Olive Green Linen. Stitched area is 18 1/2" x 9 1/2 " with a stitch count of 292 
x 152.

Item #: 99-1828

Price: $12.00

Garden Muses, lady (MD44) w/ Linen
According to Greek mythology, muses are the ageless spirits who inspire and watch over us 
as we create. What better place for muses to reside than a cool, green topiary garden? At 
the entrance to Nora Corbett's classical retreat, ancient urns drip with moss, wrought-iron 
gates beckon visitors inside, and all who enter are promised a quiet place of peace and 
inspiration. Stitched on 32 count Laurel Linen by Wichelt Imports. Alternate fabric is 32 
count Belfast Olive Green Linen. Stitched area is 18 1/2" x 9 1/2 " with a stitch count of 292 
x 152. Pattern and a fat quarter of 32 count Laurel Linen. (65141)

Item #: 99-1828

Price: $27.50

Gathering Eggs, child (MD49)
In an old-fashioned cottage garden abloom with white lilies and pink foxgloves, a little girl 
named Isabella Rose has just discovered a trio of robin's eggs. Careful not to touch them 
lest the mother disown them, Isabella places the eggs where they are sure to be rescued 
soon. It's just another adventure in the life of a little girl with a flair for dressing gaily. 
Stitched on 32 count Belfast Dirty Linen. Stitched area is 5 1/2" x 11 1/2" with a stitch count 
of 85 x 185.

Item #: 00-1096

Price: $12.00

Gathering Eggs, child (MD49) w/ Linen
In an old-fashioned cottage garden abloom with white lilies and pink foxgloves, a little girl 
named Isabella Rose has just discovered a trio of robin's eggs. Careful not to touch them 
lest the mother disown them, Isabella places the eggs where they are sure to be rescued 
soon. It's just another adventure in the life of a little girl with a flair for dressing gaily. 
Stitched on 32 count Belfast Dirty Linen. Stitched area is 5 1/2" x 11 1/2" with a stitch count 
of 85 x 185. Pattern and a fat quarter of 32 count Belfast Dirty Linen.(3609326)

Item #: 00-1096L

Price: $27.50
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January's Garnet Fairy (MD108)
"January's Garnet Fairy" MD108 by Nora Corbett Release Date: April 15, 2010 We would 
like to introduce you to the January Garnet Fairy. She waltzes in the room with passion and 
vitality. Luscious rose red and purple red flowers cover her dress. She, like the Garnet 
stone, symbolizes truth, grace and compassion. Stitched on 32 count Ivory Linen by Wichelt 
Imports. Stitched area is 10.69" by 13.56" with a stitch count of 171 x 217 Stitched 2 over 2. 
DMC floss used. Blends are one strand each.

Item #: 10-1601

Price: $14.00

January's Garnet Fairy Embellishment Pack-md108e
Mirabilia Embellishment Pack for MD108: Includes: Beads **Does NOT include chart, fabric 
or Kreinik (either single or bulk) Item #: md108e

Price: $17.00

January's Garnet Fairy w/ Linen (MD108l)
"January's Garnet Fairy" MD108 by Nora Corbett Release Date: April 15, 2010 We would 
like to introduce you to the January Garnet Fairy. She waltzes in the room with passion and 
vitality. Luscious rose red and purple red flowers cover her dress. She, like the Garnet 
stone, symbolizes truth, grace and compassion. Stitched area is 10.69" by 13.56" with a 
stitch count of 171 x 217 Stitched 2 over 2. DMC floss used. Blends are one strand each. 
Includes pattern and a fat quarter of 32 count Ivory Linen. 

Item #: md108l

Price: $30.50

July's Amethyst Fairy (MD59)
Fourth in Nora Corbett's "Year of the Fairies" Collection, July's Amethyst Fairy captures a 
radiant fairy mere moments before she is to meet with her long-awaited fairy prince. Stitch 
count is 149x295.

Item #: MD59

Price: $13.00

July's Amethyst Fairy (MD59) w/ Linen
Fourth in Nora Corbett's "Year of the Fairies" Collection, July's Amethyst Fairy captures a 
radiant fairy mere moments before she is to meet with her long-awaited fairy prince. 
Because even enchanted glens get warm in July, her shadow-hued gown is off-the-shoulder 
satin, accented with precious gems the color of the midsummer sky. Her bouquet? Rarest 
lavender roses. And behind her, airy wings flutter majestically, shimmering with violet 
amethysts - amethysts as perfect as this moment. Stitched on 32 count Cream Linen by 
Zweigart. Alternate fabric, 32 count White Linen by Wichelt Imports. Stitched area is 9½" x 
18½" with a stitch count of 149 x 295. Pattern and a fat quarter of 32 count Cream Belfast 
Linen.

Item #: 01-1629

Price: $28.75

July's Amethyst Fairy beads/Kreinks (MD59)
Fourth in Nora Corbett's "Year of the Fairies" Collection, July's Amethyst Fairy captures a 
radiant fairy mere moments before she is to meet with her long-awaited fairy prince. 
Because even enchanted glens get warm in July, her shadow-hued gown is off-the-shoulder 
satin, accented with precious gems the color of the midsummer sky. Includes kreinks and 
beads needed for July's Amethyst Fairy. Does not include pattern. Stitched on 32 count 
Cream Linen by Zweigart. Alternate fabric, 32 count White Linen by Wichelt Imports. 
Stitched area is 9½" x 18½" with a stitch count of 149 x 295.

Item #: 01-1629bk

Price: $16.58

July's Amethyst Fairy DMC floss  (MD59)
Fourth in Nora Corbett's "Year of the Fairies" Collection, July's Amethyst Fairy captures a 
radiant fairy mere moments before she is to meet with her long-awaited fairy prince. Stitch 
count is 149x295. DMC floss for July's Amethyst Fairy. Does not include pattern.

Item #: MD59DMC

Price: $13.92
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June's Pearl Fairy (MD52)
Second in Nora Corbett's "Year of the Fairies" Collection, June's Pearl Fairy is a celebration 
of soft summer sunlight. Awash in tiny pastel pearls, >from the tips of her iridescent wings 
to the hem of her gold gown, she is caught in a contemplative dance. Swirling ribbons of 
pink satin and seed pearls float gracefully around her as she steps lightly across a carpet of 
wild flowers. Stitched on 32 count White Linen by Wichelt Imports. Stitched area is 11 1/4" x 
16 3/4" with a stitch count of 177 x 265.

Item #: 00-1564

Price: $12.00

June's Pearl Fairy (MD52) w/ Linen
Second in Nora Corbett's "Year of the Fairies" Collection, June's Pearl Fairy is a celebration 
of soft summer sunlight. Awash in tiny pastel pearls, >from the tips of her iridescent wings 
to the hem of her gold gown, she is caught in a contemplative dance. Swirling ribbons of 
pink satin and seed pearls float gracefully around her as she steps lightly across a carpet of 
wild flowers. Stitched on 32 count White Linen by Wichelt Imports. Stitched area is 11 1/4" x 
16 3/4" with a stitch count of 177 x 265. Pattern and a fat quarter of 32 count White Linen.

Item #: 00-1564

Price: $27.50

Kiss, romantic (MD12)
Strolling through a garden abloom with pink and crimson roses, this romantic couple shares 
a sweet moment of their honeymoon. Her gown is awash with pink iridescent Pebble Beads 
and blue, peach and pale rose Kreinik Metallics. Fabric suggestion is Apple Blossom Linen 
By Wichelt Imports (2 over 2 ). Design area is 7 (3/4) x 19 for 32 count fabric or 9x 21 (3/4) 
for 28 count fabric. Stitch count is 125 x 305.

Item #: 95-101

Price: $13.00

Kiss, romantic (MD12)  w/ Linen
Strolling through a garden abloom with pink and crimson roses, this romantic couple shares 
a sweet moment of their honeymoon. Her gown is awash with pink iridescent Pebble Beads 
and blue, peach and pale rose Kreinik Metallics. Fabric suggestion is Apple Blossom Linen 
By Wichelt Imports (2 over 2 ). Design area is 7 (3/4) x 19 for 32 count fabric or 9x 21 (3/4) 
for 28 count fabric. Stitch count is 125 x 305. Pattern and a fat quarter of 28 count Apple 
Blossom Linen. (76114)

Item #: 95-101L

Price: $27.50

Lady Hera (MD107) w/ Fabric
Includes Lady Hera pattern and a fat quarter of 32 count Tumbleweed Linen.

Item #: md107l

Price: $30.50

Lady Hera DMC floss
DMC floss needed for Lady Hera. Does not include pattern.

Item #: md107dmc

Price: $26.88

Lady Hera Embellishment Pack
Mirabilia Embellishment Pack for MD107: Includes: Beads and Treasures for Lady Hera. 
Does not includes pattern or kreininks. Item #: md107e

Price: $20.00

Lady Hera Kreiniks/special floss
Includes Kreiniks needed for Lady Hera and Weeks Dyed Works equivalent of the Gloriana 
floss needed for the project. Item #: md107k

Price: $10.28
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Lady Hera-MD107
"Lady Hera" MD107 by Nora Corbett Release Date: February 15, 2010 A peacock with 
magnificent plumage of electric blues and teal greens lingers in the royal garden. Amongst 
urns and yellow roses, he and his mistress await the subtle glow of the sunset, when all 
things are golden and brilliant. Stitched on 32 count Tumbleweed Linen by Wichelt Imports. 
Stitched area is 11.75" by 18.81" with a stitch count of 188 x 301 Stitched 2 over 2. DMC 
floss used.

Item #: md107

Price: $14.00

Lady Of The Flag (MD62)
On the days after the events of September 11th, 2001, I felt so sad. I remembered how 
stitchers have often asked me to design a piece about remembering a loved one who has 
passed. Designing this piece was about healing, but also about the beauty of our country 
and human nature. Especially individuals who inspired us all with their acts of heroism. I'm 
still sad but I'm hopeful. It is my hope that this design will help you heal and that the 
proceeds raised will help all the men, women, and children who need it most. ~Nora~ 
Stitched on 32 count 32 count French Lace linen. Stitched area is 21 1/4" x 10 3/4" with a 
stitch count of 340 x 170.

Item #: 01-2711

Price: $13.00

Lady Of The Flag (MD62) Kit (Aida)
On the days after the events of September 11th, 2001, I felt so sad. I remembered how 
stitchers have often asked me to design a piece about remembering a loved one who has 
passed. Designing this piece was about healing, but also about the beauty of our country 
and human nature. Especially individuals who inspired us all with their acts of heroism. I'm 
still sad but I'm hopeful. It is my hope that this design will help you heal and that the 
proceeds raised will help all the men, women, and children who need it most. ~Nora~ Kit 
includes pattern, a fat half of 16 count French Lace Aida, Mill Hill beads, DMC floss, and 
Kreinik braids.

Item #: 01-2711kA

Price: $76.49

Lady Of The Flag (MD62) Kit (Linen)
On the days after the events of September 11th, 2001, I felt so sad. I remembered how 
stitchers have often asked me to design a piece about remembering a loved one who has 
passed. Designing this piece was about healing, but also about the beauty of our country 
and human nature. Especially individuals who inspired us all with their acts of heroism. I'm 
still sad but I'm hopeful. It is my hope that this design will help you heal and that the 
proceeds raised will help all the men, women, and children who need it most. ~Nora~ Kit 
includes pattern, a fat quarter of 32 count French Lace Linen, Mill Hill beads, DMC floss, 
and Kreinik braids.

Item #: 01-2711k

Price: $72.99

Lady Of The Flag (MD62) w/ Linen
On the days after the events of September 11th, 2001, I felt so sad. I remembered how 
stitchers have often asked me to design a piece about remembering a loved one who has 
passed. Designing this piece was about healing, but also about the beauty of our country 
and human nature. Especially individuals who inspired us all with their acts of heroism. I'm 
still sad but I'm hopeful. It is my hope that this design will help you heal and that the 
proceeds raised will help all the men, women, and children who need it most. ~Nora~ 
Stitched on 32 count 32 count French Lace linen. Stitched area is 21 1/4" x 10 3/4" with a 
stitch count of 340 x 170. Pattern and a fat quarter of 32 count French Lace Linen. (65110)

Item #: 01-2711L

Price: $30.50

Lady Of The Flag (MD62) w/ supplies
On the days after the events of September 11th, 2001, I felt so sad. I remembered how 
stitchers have often asked me to design a piece about remembering a loved one who has 
passed. Designing this piece was about healing, but also about the beauty of our country 
and human nature. Especially individuals who inspired us all with their acts of heroism. I'm 
still sad but I'm hopeful. It is my hope that this design will help you heal and that the 
proceeds raised will help all the men, women, and children who need it most. ~Nora~ 
Stitched on 32 count 32 count French Lace linen. Stitched area is 21 1/4" x 10 3/4" with a 
stitch count of 340 x 170. Pattern and a fat quarter of 32 count French Lace Linen, Mill Hill 
beads, and Kreinik metalic threads. FLOSS NOT INCLUDED. (65110)

Item #: 01-2711s

Price: $45.17
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Lady Of The Mist (MD93)
In the garden at dusk is where you find the "Lady of the Mist". She is usually surrounded by 
many petaled mossy roses. The petals are crushed beneath her feet and their heavy scent 
is thick in the air. The crickets sweet symphony accompanies the sound of her rustling satin 
gown. You can see her when the blue moonlight reflects across her pale skin. Why she 
chooses to linger in such a place is a beautiful mystery. Model was stitched over two 
threads on 32-count Natural Brown linen by Wichelt Imports. Stitched area is 14 1/2" x 19 
1/2" with a stitch count of 230 x 310.

Item #: 07-1100

Price: $14.00

Lady Of The Mist (MD93) Embellishments
In the garden at dusk is where you find the "Lady of the Mist". She is usually surrounded by 
many petaled mossy roses. The petals are crushed beneath her feet and their heavy scent 
is thick in the air. The crickets sweet symphony accompanies the sound of her rustling satin 
gown. You can see her when the blue moonlight reflects across her pale skin. Why she 
chooses to linger in such a place is a beautiful mystery. Model was stitched over two 
threads on 32-count Natural Brown linen by Wichelt Imports. Stitched area is 14 1/2" x 19 
1/2" with a stitch count of 230 x 310. Includes all of the Mill Hill beads needed for Lady of 
the Mist.

Item #: 07-1100s

Price: $13.10

Lady Of The Mist (MD93) w/ Linen
In the garden at dusk is where you find the "Lady of the Mist". She is usually surrounded by 
many petaled mossy roses. The petals are crushed beneath her feet and their heavy scent 
is thick in the air. The crickets sweet symphony accompanies the sound of her rustling satin 
gown. You can see her when the blue moonlight reflects across her pale skin. Why she 
chooses to linger in such a place is a beautiful mystery. Pattern and a fat quarter of 32 
count Natural Light Linen (65140). Stitched area is 14 1/2" x 19 1/2" with a stitch count of 
230 x 310.

Item #: 07-1100L

Price: $30.50

Lady Of The Mist Kit (MD93)
Kit includes pattern, 32 count Natural Light Linen fabric (fat quarter), 43 skeins of DMC 
floss, 3 skeins of DMC color variations, and Beads by Mill Hill. Stitched area is 14 1/2" x 19 
1/2" with a stitch count of 230 x 310.

Item #: 07-1100K

Price: $68.99

Le Nouveau Sampler, Victorian (MD46)
On a recent trip to Paris, Mirabilia's designer Nora Corbett was inspired to create a cross-
stitch sampler unlike any other. The focal point of this sampler is the stately facade of the 
famous "Le Belvedere" mansion. Below is a portrait of the "lady of the manor," as imagined 
by Nora. Stitched on 32 count Permin Coffee Bean Linen supplied by Wichelt Imports. 
Stitched area is 10 1/4" x 15 3/4 " with a stitch count of 162 x 250.

Item #: 99-2357

Price: $9.90

Lilly Of The Woods(The Dreaming Fairy) (MD80)
Fast asleep after prancing and dancing throughout the night, this beautiful fairy certainly 
leads a charmed life. With dangling jewels, a glittering gown, and ethereal wings, we find 
her quietly nestled in a blooming tree. Usually planning parties with her fairy friends and 
crafting fanciful gifts for them out of blossoms and magic treasures, this is one of the few 
moments you will ever catch her motionless. Stitched on 32 count Laurel Linen Linen by 
Wichelt Imports. Alternate fabric is 32 count Belfast Olive Green Linen by Zweigart. Stitched 
area is 13" x 14" with a stitch count of 207 x 222.

Item #: 04-2890

Price: $13.00

Lilly Of The Woods(The Dreaming Fairy) (MD80) w/ Li nen
Fast asleep after prancing and dancing throughout the night, this beautiful fairy certainly 
leads a charmed life. With dangling jewels, a glittering gown, and ethereal wings, we find 
her quietly nestled in a blooming tree. Usually planning parties with her fairy friends and 
crafting fanciful gifts for them out of blossoms and magic treasures, this is one of the few 
moments you will ever catch her motionless. Stitched on 32 count Laurel Linen Linen by 
Wichelt Imports. Alternate fabric is 32 count Belfast Olive Green Linen by Zweigart. Stitched 
area is 13" x 14" with a stitch count of 207 x 222. Pattern and a fat quarter of 32 count 
Laurel Linen.

Item #: 04-2890

Price: $29.50
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Lilly Of The Woods(The Dreaming Fairy), Kit (MD80)
Kit includes pattern, fat quarter of 32 count Laurel Linen, 24 skeins of DMC floss, Mill Hill 
beads, Mill Hill treasures, and Kreinik Metalic threads. Fast asleep after prancing and 
dancing throughout the night, this beautiful fairy certainly leads a charmed life. With 
dangling jewels, a glittering gown, and ethereal wings, we find her quietly nestled in a 
blooming tree. Usually planning parties with her fairy friends and crafting fanciful gifts for 
them out of blossoms and magic treasures, this is one of the few moments you will ever 
catch her motionless. Stitched on 32 count Laurel Linen Linen by Wichelt Imports. Alternate 
fabric is 32 count Belfast Olive Green Linen by Zweigart. Stitched area is 13" x 14" with a 
stitch count of 207 x 222.

Item #: 04-2890K

Price: $120.50

Madonna Of The Garden, mother and child (MD79)
Reminiscent of a Renaissance painting, the Madonna is calm and radiant as she cradles 
the angelic child. The lush fruits represent blessings and abundance. When completed, this 
design is truly a work of mastery and meaning. Stitched on 32 count Dapple Grey Linen by 
Wichelt Imports. Alternate fabric is 32 count Belfast Steel Grey Linen by Zweigart. Stitched 
area is 10" x 16 3/4" with a stitch count of 160 x 267.

Item #: 04-2354

Price: $13.00

Madonna Of The Garden, mother and child (MD79) w/ L inen
Reminiscent of a Renaissance painting, the Madonna is calm and radiant as she cradles 
the angelic child. The lush fruits represent blessings and abundance. When completed, this 
design is truly a work of mastery and meaning. Stitched on 32 count Dapple Gray Linen by 
Wichelt Imports. Alternate fabric is 32 count Belfast Steel Grey Linen by Zweigart. Stitched 
area is 10" x 16 3/4" with a stitch count of 160 x 267. Pattern and a fat quarter of 32 count 
Dove Gray Linen.

Item #: 04-2354

Price: $30.50

Madonna Of The Garden, mother and child Kit (MD79)
Kit includes pattern, fabric (fat quarter of 32 count Dove gray Linen), 48 skeins of DMC 
floss, 2 Kreink #4 braids, and 4 Mill Hill beads. Stitched area is 10" x 16 3/4" with a stitch 
count of 160 x 267.

Item #: 04-2354K

Price: $65.25

Maidens Of The Season I, Spring/Summer (MD70)
Crystal lilacs and lush peaches, symbols of spring and summer, illustrate the simple pure 
beauty of the seasons in the Old World style of tapestry cross-stitch. Designed to be 
stitched separately, together, or stitch on a large enough piece of fabric to include autumn 
and winter. Stitched on 32 count Tumbleweed Linen by Wichelt Imports. Alternate fabric 32 
count Zweigart Dirty Linen. Stitched area is 11 1/4" x 16 1/4" with a stitch count of 180 x 
260. Stitched (2 over 2). DMC floss used. Blends are one strand each.

Item #: 03-2054

Price: $13.00

Maidens Of The Season I, Spring/Summer (MD70)w/ lin en
Crystal lilacs and lush peaches, symbols of spring and summer, illustrate the simple pure 
beauty of the seasons in the Old World style of tapestry cross-stitch. Designed to be 
stitched separately, together, or stitch on a large enough piece of fabric to include autumn 
and winter. Stitched on 32 count Tumbleweed Linen by Wichelt Imports. Alternate fabric 32 
count Zweigart Dirty Linen. Stitched area is 11 1/4" x 16 1/4" with a stitch count of 180 x 
260. Stitched (2 over 2). DMC floss used. Blends are one strand each. Pattern and a fat 
quarter of 32 count Tumbleweed Linen.

Item #: 03-2054

Price: $29.50

Maidens Of The Seasons II (MD74)
Illustrating the simple pure beauty of the seasons in the Old World style of tapestry cross-
stitch, this design completes the series. Designed to be stitched separately, together, or 
stitch on a large enough piece of fabric to include all seasons. Stitched on 32 count 
Tumbleweed Linen by Wichelt Imports. Alternate fabric 32 count Zweigart Dirty Linen. 
Stitched area is 11 1/4" x 16 1/4" with a stitch count of 180 x 260.

Item #: 03-3207

Price: $13.00
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Maidens Of The Seasons II (MD74) w/ Linen
Illustrating the simple pure beauty of the seasons in the Old World style of tapestry cross-
stitch, this design completes the series. Designed to be stitched separately, together, or 
stitch on a large enough piece of fabric to include all seasons. Stitched on 32 count 
Tumbleweed Linen by Wichelt Imports. Alternate fabric 32 count Zweigart Dirty Linen. 
Stitched area is 11 1/4" x 16 1/4" with a stitch count of 180 x 260. Includes pattern and a fat 
quarter of 32 count Tumbleweed Linen by Wichelt.

Item #: 03-3207l

Price: $29.50

May's Emerald Fairy (MD56)
The third in Mirabilia's "Year of the Fairies Collection". She stands surrounded by wild 
strawberries, gazing into an emerald Crystal Treasure that signifies love. Fabric suggestion: 
32 count Ivory Linen by Permin supplied by Wichelt Imports. Stitched area is 10 1/2" x 15 
1/2" with a stitch count of 162 x 248.

Item #: 00-2264

Price: $12.00

May's Emerald Fairy (MD56) w/ Linen
The third in Mirabilia's "Year of the Fairies Collection". She stands surrounded by wild 
strawberries, gazing into an emerald Crystal Treasure that signifies love. Fabric suggestion: 
32 count Ivory Linen by Permin supplied by Wichelt Imports. Stitched area is 10 1/2" x 15 
1/2" with a stitch count of 162 x 248. Pattern and a fat quarter of 32 count Ivory Linen.

Item #: 00-2264

Price: $30.50

MD107E-    Lady Hera     Embellishment Pack
Mirabilia Embellishment Pack for MD107: Includes: Beads and Treasures **Does NOT 
include chart, fabric or Kreinik Item #: MD107E

Price: $20.00

Mediterranean Mermaid (MD102)
"Mediterranean Mermaid" MD102 by Nora Corbett Release Date: June 15, 2009 She swims 
to the depths of the sea to recover fragments of another mysterious world, hiding them 
away in her underwater castle so covered in moss and sealife that the treasure hunters will 
never find them. Stitched on 32 count Star Sapphire Linen by Wichelt Imports. Stitched 
area is 7.38" by 14.56" with a stitch count of 118 x 233. Stitched 2 over 2. DMC floss used. 
Blends are one strand each.

Item #: 09-1938

Price: $14.00

Mediterranean Mermaid (MD102) Kit
"Mediterranean Mermaid" MD102 by Nora Corbett Release Date: June 15, 2009 She swims 
to the depths of the sea to recover fragments of another mysterious world, hiding them 
away in her underwater castle so covered in moss and sealife that the treasure hunters will 
never find them. Stitched on 32 count Star Sapphire Linen by Wichelt Imports. Stitched 
area is 7.38" by 14.56" with a stitch count of 118 x 233. Stitched 2 over 2. DMC floss used. 
Blends are one strand each. Kit includes pattern, a fat quarter of 32 count Saphire Linen, 24 
DMC floss, embellishments, and Kreiniks.

Item #: 09-1938k

Price: $82.99

Mediterranean Mermaid (MD102) w/ Linen
"Mediterranean Mermaid" MD102 by Nora Corbett Release Date: June 15, 2009 She swims 
to the depths of the sea to recover fragments of another mysterious world, hiding them 
away in her underwater castle so covered in moss and sealife that the treasure hunters will 
never find them. Stitched on 32 count Star Sapphire Linen by Wichelt Imports. Stitched 
area is 7.38" by 14.56" with a stitch count of 118 x 233. Stitched 2 over 2. DMC floss used. 
Blends are one strand each.

Item #: 09-1938L

Price: $30.50
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Mediterranean Mermaid Embellishment Pack
Mirabilia Embellishment Pack for MD102: Includes: Mill Hill Beads 00150 02010 (2 pkgs) 
02022 02031 03047 16603 18828 Mill Hill Treasures 13051 (3 pkgs) 13072 (2 pkgs) **Does 
NOT include graph, fabric nor Kreinik

Item #: MD102E

Price: $22.00

Mermaid Of Atlantis (MD95)
The legend of the mermaids of Atlantis can be traced back as far as the eight century BC. 
She swims about the marble halls, greek columns and ascending stairs covered in coral. 
Such beauties are the keepers of pirates treasure and the caretakers of the lost city of 
Atlantis. Although they have never been caught there have been many, sightings near rocky 
cliffs and the waves at dusk. Model was stitched over two threads on 32 count Laurel Linen 
by Wichelt Imports. Stitched area is 7 1/2" x 15 3/4" with a stitch count of 120 x 249. 
Stitched (2 over 2). DMC floss used. Blends are one strand each.

Item #: 07-1936

Price: $14.00

Mermaid Of Atlantis (MD95) w/ Linen
The legend of the mermaids of Atlantis can be traced back as far as the eight century BC. 
She swims about the marble halls, greek columns and ascending stairs covered in coral. 
Such beauties are the keepers of pirates treasure and the caretakers of the lost city of 
Atlantis. Although they have never been caught there have been many, sightings near rocky 
cliffs and the waves at dusk. Model was stitched over two threads on 32 count Laurel Linen 
by Wichelt Imports. Stitched area is 7 1/2" x 15 3/4" with a stitch count of 120 x 249. 
Stitched (2 over 2). DMC floss used. Blends are one strand each. Pattern and a fat quarter 
of 32 count Laurel Linen.

Item #: 07-1936

Price: $30.50

Mermaid Of Atlantis Kit (MD95)
The legend of the mermaids of Atlantis can be traced back as far as the eight century BC. 
She swims about the marble halls, greek columns and ascending stairs covered in coral. 
Such beauties are the keepers of pirates treasure and the caretakers of the lost city of 
Atlantis. Although they have never been caught there have been many, sightings near rocky 
cliffs and the waves at dusk. Model was stitched over two threads on 32 count Laurel Linen 
by Wichelt Imports. Stitched area is 7 1/2" x 15 3/4" with a stitch count of 120 x 249. 
Stitched (2 over 2). DMC floss used. Blends are one strand each. Kit includes pattern, a fat 
quarter of 32 count Laurel Linen, Kreinik braids, Mill Hill beads, Caron collection floss, and 
16 skeins of DMC floss. FREE first class SHIPPING.

Item #: 07-1936k

Price: $87.50

Mermaid Of Atlantis Kit w/ HD Fabric (MD95HD)
The legend of the mermaids of Atlantis can be traced back as far as the eight century BC. 
She swims about the marble halls, greek columns and ascending stairs covered in coral. 
Such beauties are the keepers of pirates treasure and the caretakers of the lost city of 
Atlantis. Although they have never been caught there have been many, sightings near rocky 
cliffs and the waves at dusk. Model was stitched over two threads on 32 count Laurel Linen 
by Wichelt Imports. Stitched area is 7 1/2" x 15 3/4" with a stitch count of 120 x 249. 
Stitched (2 over 2). DMC floss used. Blends are one strand each. Kit includes pattern, a fat 
quarter of 32 count Crystal HD Lugana in Fathom, Kreinik braids, Mill Hill beads, Caron 
collection floss, and 16 skeins of DMC floss. FREE first class SHIPPING.

Item #: 07-1936kHD

Price: $97.50

Mermaid Of The Pearls (MD26)
With iridescent fins and scales as stunning as any mortal evening gown, a rapturous sea 
nymph rises from the depths clasping a cache of saltwater pearls to beguile her land-bound 
lover. On a background of softest seafoam, with a wing-shaped fin worked in shades of 
fuschia, periwinkle and teal, she is a part of the mysterious, impetuous sea captured forever 
on canvas. Stitched on 32 count Star Sapphire linen from Wichelt Imports. Stitched (2 over 
2). DMC floss used. Design area is approximately 12" x 17" with a stitch count of 198 x 281.

Item #: 97-1092

Price: $13.00
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Mermaid Of The Pearls (MD26) w/ Linen
With iridescent fins and scales as stunning as any mortal evening gown, a rapturous sea 
nymph rises from the depths clasping a cache of saltwater pearls to beguile her land-bound 
lover. On a background of softest seafoam, with a wing-shaped fin worked in shades of 
fuschia, periwinkle and teal, she is a part of the mysterious, impetuous sea captured forever 
on canvas. Stitched on 32 count Star Sapphire linen from Wichelt Imports. Stitched (2 over 
2). DMC floss used. Design area is approximately 12" x 17" with a stitch count of 198 x 281. 
Pattern and a fat quarter of 32 count Star Sapphire Linen.

Item #: 97-1092

Price: $29.50

Mermaid Of The Pearls kit (MD26)
Kit includes pattern, fat quarter of Star Sapphire Linen (32 count), 30 skeins of DMC floss, 
Mill Hill beads and treasures and Kreinik metalic threads. Stitched (2 over 2). DMC floss 
used. Design area is approximately 12" x 17" with a stitch count of 198 x 281.

Item #: 97-1092K

Price: $73.50

Mermaids of the Deep Blue (MD85)
Two daughters of the sea swim gracefully toward treasure lost. Their tails sparkle like 
diamonds and emeralds. Their hair flows around them like veils of silk. They are real and 
fairytale combined to become beauties of the deep Stitched using 32 count Zweigart 
Amsterdam Blue Linen. Stitched area 9 3/4" x 19 1/2" with a stitch count of 156 x 312. 
Stitched (2 over 2). DMC floss used.

Item #: 05-2699

Price: $14.00

Mermaids of the Deep Blue (MD85) w/ Linen
Two daughters of the sea swim gracefully toward treasure lost. Their tails sparkle like 
diamonds and emeralds. Their hair flows around them like veils of silk. They are real and 
fairytale combined to become beauties of the deep Stitched using 32 count Zweigart 
Amsterdam Blue Linen. Stitched area 9 3/4" x 19 1/2" with a stitch count of 156 x 312. 
Stitched (2 over 2). DMC floss used. Patterns and a fat quarter of 32 count Amsterdam Blue 
Belfast Linen.

Item #: 05-2699

Price: $30.50

Mermaids of the Deep Blue Kit (MD85)
Two daughters of the sea swim gracefully toward treasure lost. Their tails sparkle like 
diamonds and emeralds. Kit incudes pattern, 28 count Amsterdam Blue Linen (fat quarter), 
23 skeins of DMC floss, Kreinik Threads, and Mill Hill Beads and Treasures. Stitched area 9 
3/4" x 19 1/2" with a stitch count of 156 x 312. Stitched (2 over 2). DMC floss used. (kit only 
includes items shown on unopened pattern)

Item #: MD85K

Price: $71.99

Midsummer Night's Fairy (MD30)
Behold! 'Tis but a fair wood sprite perched upon a mossy branch in the misty gloaming of a 
midsummer's eve! From her periwinkle crown to her sweeping purple satin hem to the 
iridescent span of her swallow-tailed wings, she's scarce bigger than a lightening bug. But 
lest she fool you by her tiny size, remember well her magical powers. Save the stitching of 
her enchanted glowing wand for last, then watch as she casts her mystical spell over all 
who pass close by. Fabric suggestion is 32 count Stony Point linen from Wichelt Imports. 
Design area is 10 ¸" x 17 ¹" with a stitch count of 168 x 273.

Item #: 97-1880

Price: $13.00

Midsummer Night's Fairy (MD30) w/ Linen
Behold! 'Tis but a fair wood sprite perched upon a mossy branch in the misty gloaming of a 
midsummer's eve! From her periwinkle crown to her sweeping purple satin hem to the 
iridescent span of her swallow-tailed wings, she's scarce bigger than a lightening bug. But 
lest she fool you by her tiny size, remember well her magical powers. Save the stitching of 
her enchanted glowing wand for last, then watch as she casts her mystical spell over all 
who pass close by. Fabric suggestion is 32 count Stoney Point linen from Wichelt Imports. 
Design area is 10 ¸" x 17 ¹" with a stitch count of 168 x 273. Includes pattern and a fat 
quarter of 32 count Stoney Point Linen.

Item #: 97-1880l

Price: $29.50
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Midsummer Night's Fairy Kit (MD30)
Kit includes pattern, a fat quarter of 32 count Stoney Point Linen, 31 skeins of DMC floss, 9 
Mill Hill beads, and 7 Kreinik braids. Behold! 'Tis but a fair wood sprite perched upon a 
mossy branch in the misty gloaming of a midsummer's eve! From her periwinkle crown to 
her sweeping purple satin hem to the iridescent span of her swallow-tailed wings, she's 
scarce bigger than a lightening bug. But lest she fool you by her tiny size, remember well 
her magical powers. Save the stitching of her enchanted glowing wand for last, then watch 
as she casts her mystical spell over all who pass close by. Fabric suggestion is 32 count 
Stony Point linen from Wichelt Imports. Design area is 10 ¸" x 17 ¹" with a stitch count of 
168 x 273.

Item #: 97-1880K

Price: $65.99

Millennium Angel (MD27)
Poised before an arbor of greenery and robed in graceful swaths of coolest pewter satin, 
Mirabilia's Millennium Angel is the beautiful way to herald in the coming 21st Century. Tiny 
seed pearls adorn her halo, her outstretched wings glisten with touches of gold, and she 
bears a bouquet of full-blown pink roses, symbols of hope and goodwill. Our wish is that, in 
creating her, you will share in her spirit of tranquillity and that, once finished, her peaceful 
gaze will bless your home from within as the modern world without moves into an 
increasingly fast-paced age. Fabric suggestion is 32 count Antique Blue linen from Wichelt 
Imports. Design area is 10 1/4" x 11 1/2" with a stitch count of 162 x 182.

Item #: 97-1254

Price: $12.00

Millennium Angel (MD27) w/ Linen
Poised before an arbor of greenery and robed in graceful swaths of coolest pewter satin, 
Mirabilia's Millennium Angel is the beautiful way to herald in the coming 21st Century. Tiny 
seed pearls adorn her halo, her outstretched wings glisten with touches of gold, and she 
bears a bouquet of full-blown pink roses, symbols of hope and goodwill. Our wish is that, in 
creating her, you will share in her spirit of tranquillity and that, once finished, her peaceful 
gaze will bless your home from within as the modern world without moves into an 
increasingly fast-paced age. Fabric suggestion is 32 count Antique Blue linen from Wichelt 
Imports. Design area is 10 1/4" x 11 1/2" with a stitch count of 162 x 182. Includes pattern 
and a fat quarter of 32 count Antique Blue Linen.

Item #: 97-1254l

Price: $27.48

MIR-KIT01-Christmas Elf Fairy (Limited Edition Kit)
Limited Edition Christmas Elf Fairy Kit from Mirabilia Designs. Includes all the materials you 
will need to complete the project, including the fabric. Item #: MD-MIR-KIT01

Price: $49.99

MIR-KIT02- Easter Fairy (Limited Edition Kit)
Includes Zweigart fabric, Crescent Colours floss, Kreinik Metallic thread, Mill Hill beads, 
graph, and needle. Item #: MIR-KIT02

Price: $49.99

MIR-KIT03-Halloween Fairy (Limited Edition Kit)
Mirabilia limited edition kit, Haloween Fairy. Includes all the materials you will need to 
complete this project, including the fabric. Item #: MD-MIR-KIT03

Price: $49.99

MIR-KIT04- Miss Valentine (Limited Edition Kit)
Includes Zweigart linen, Crescent Colours hand dyed threads, Mill Hill Beads, Kreinik Braid, 
graph & needle. Item #: MIR-KIT04

Price: $49.99
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MIR-KIT05-Christmas Tree 2006
Mirabilia Designs and Hoffman Distributing Company are very proud to present a new 
annual Christmas tree series from Nora Corbett! The "Christmas Tree 2006" includes 10 
different beads and treasures from Mill Hill, 2 Kreinik Metallic threads, and the graph. The 
generous placement of vibrant embellishments really makes the tree sparkle and come to 
life! The threads used are DMC and the model was stitched on 32 count Dirty Linen from 
Zweigart. Threads and fabric are not included with this design. Stitched area is 7 1/2" x 11" 
with a stitch count of 119 x 173. Kit does not include fabric or floss

Item #: MIR-KIT05

Price: $49.99

MIR-KIT06-Miss New Year's Fairy
The much awaited "Miss New Year's Fairy" by Mirabilia is here! This limited edition kit 
includes Zweigart linen, Crescent Colours hand dyed floss, Mill Hill beads, Kreinik braid, 
graph, and needle. Suggested retail price is $49.99.

Item #: MIR-KIT06

Price: $49.99

MIR-KIT07-Thanksgiving Harvest Fairy (Limited Editi on Kit)
Thanksgiving Harvest Fairy (Limited Edition Kit) Includes Zweigart Linen, Crescent Colours 
Hand Dyed Floss, Mill Hill Beads, graph and needle. Item #: MIR-KIT07

Price: $49.99

MIR-KIT08-Christmas Tree 2007 (w/beads & floss).
Kit includes beads, treasures and floss you will need to complete the project. Stitch count is 
113 x 175. Model was stitched on 28 count Dirty Linen. Does not include fabric. Item #: MIR-KIT08

Price: $49.99

MIR-KIT10- Christmas Tree 2009 Kit
Includes Crescent Colours threads, Mill Hill Beads, Kreinik Braid, and graph. 32ct white 
Belfast linen not included. Item #: MIR-KIT10

Price: $59.99

MIR-KIT11-Stitching Fairies-Floss Fairy Kit
Kit includes all the supplies you will need to complete the project. Includes linen, Crescent 
Colours threads, Mill Hill beads and needle! Item #: MIR-KIT11

Price: $65.99

MIR-KIT12-Stitching Faires-Pincushion Fairy (Kit)
Complete kit includes 32ct French Lace Linen, 20 skeins of Crescent Colours floss, 2 
spools of Kreinik metallic #4 braid, 3 packs of Mill Hill beads, and needle. Item #: MIR-KIT12

Price: $79.99

MIR-KIT13-Christmas Tree 2010 Kit
Christmas Tree 2010 Kit. Includes Crescent Colours belle soie silks (hand dyed), Mill Hill 
beads and treasures (7 pks) and Kreinik #4 3514 braid. 32 ct Ocean Kiss linen is NOT 
included but can be found in our fabric section. 1-2 weeks to ship.

Item #: MIR-KIT13

Price: $69.99
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Moonlight Lullaby (LS-6)
Soothed by the moon and an angel's song, a tiny newborn drifts off to sleep beneath a sky 
of crystal stars. Should the night breezes grow cool, there's a checkerboard quilt for 
wrapping both close, stitched from rose petals and the same silver lining found in the 
clouds. An alphabet is included, so a special baby's name and birth details can easily take 
the place of the Dickens sentiment. Stitched on Zweigart 32 count Belfast Antique White 
linen. Alternate Fabric: 32 count White linen from Wichelt Imports. Design area is 7 1/2" x 
15 3/4" with a stitch count of 120 x 252.

Item #: 99-1431

Price: $13.00

Moonlight Lullaby (LS-6) W/ Linen
Soothed by the moon and an angel's song, a tiny newborn drifts off to sleep beneath a sky 
of crystal stars. Should the night breezes grow cool, there's a checkerboard quilt for 
wrapping both close, stitched from rose petals and the same silver lining found in the 
clouds. An alphabet is included, so a special baby's name and birth details can easily take 
the place of the Dickens sentiment. Stitched on Zweigart 32 count Belfast Antique White 
linen. Alternate Fabric: 32 count White linen from Wichelt Imports. Design area is 7 1/2" x 
15 3/4" with a stitch count of 120 x 252. Includes pattern and a fat quarter of 32 count 
Belfast Antique White Linen.

Item #: 99-1431l

Price: $26.48

Mother's Arms (MD11)
Every mother understands the desire to surround her child with love. Here that love is 
represented in the most exquisite of details: the infant's patchwork quilt of hearts, the 
faithful stuffed bunny, the white doves of peace, and the mother-of-pearl charms that 
surround the precious pair with health and happiness. Fabric suggestion is 32 count Ivory 
linen by Wichelt Imports (2 over 2). Design area is 11 (1/2) x 9 (1/4). Stitch count is 155 x 
189.

Item #: MD11-9389

Price: $13.00

Mother's Arms (MD11) w/ Linen
Every mother understands the desire to surround her child with love. Here that love is 
represented in the most exquisite of details: the infant's patchwork quilt of hearts, the 
faithful stuffed bunny, the white doves of peace, and the mother-of-pearl charms that 
surround the precious pair with health and happiness. Fabric suggestion is 32 count Ivory 
linen by Wichelt Imports (2 over 2). Design area is 11 (1/2) x 9 (1/4). Stitch count is 155 x 
189. Pattern and a fat quarter of 32 count Ivory Linen.

Item #: MD11-9389

Price: $27.50

Mother's Bliss (MD55)
Inspired by a photo of Nora Corbett and her son, this design celebrates an unforgettable 
moment of joy between a mother and child. It is simple, pure, and beautiful. Stitched on 32 
count Zweigart Belfast Antique Ivory linen. Alternate fabric is 32 count Ivory linen by Wichelt 
Imports. Stitched area is 10 3/4"x 15 1/4" with a stitch count of 172 x 244. Stitched (2 over 
2). DMC floss used.

Item #: 00-2073

Price: $12.00

My Lady's Garden
Just beyond a fanciful garden gate, a well-born lady tends her flower garden in all its 
autumn glory. Her dusty mauve dress and burnt orange wrap are the perfect complement to 
the amethyst, fir and coral blush colors of her late-blooming hollyhocks and asters. Stitched 
on 32 count Natural Linen by Wichelt Imports (2 over 2 ). Design area is 18 x 14 (3/4) 
inches. Stitch count is 290 x 240.

Item #: MD9

Price: $13.00

My Lady's Garden (MD9), kit
Just beyond a fanciful garden gate, a well-born lady tends her flower garden in all its 
autumn glory. Her dusty mauve dress and burnt orange wrap are the perfect complement to 
the amethyst, fir and coral blush colors of her late-blooming hollyhocks and asters. Stitched 
on 32 count Natural Linen by Wichelt Imports (2 over 2 ). Design area is 18 x 14 (3/4) 
inches. Stitch count is 290 x 240. Kit includes pattern, a fat quarter of 32 count Natural 
Linen fabric, 37 skeins of DMC floss, 3 Waterlilies floss, and Kreinik thread.

Item #: MD9k

Price: $69.50
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My Lady's Garden w/ Linen
Just beyond a fanciful garden gate, a well-born lady tends her flower garden in all its 
autumn glory. Her dusty mauve dress and burnt orange wrap are the perfect complement to 
the amethyst, fir and coral blush colors of her late-blooming hollyhocks and asters. Stitched 
on 32 count Natural Linen by Wichelt Imports (2 over 2 ). Design area is 18 x 14 (3/4) 
inches. Stitch count is 290 x 240. Pattern and a fat quarter of 32 count Natural Light fabric. 
(65140)

Item #: MD9L

Price: $27.50

NC101-Emerald Dragonfly

Item #: NC101

Price: $10.50

NC102-Silver Dragonfly

Item #: NC102

Price: $10.50

NC103-Portrait Of Lauren In Blue

Item #: NC103

Price: $10.50

NC104-Portrait Of Caroline In Pink

Item #: NC104

Price: $10.50

NC105-Butterflies Of Gold

Item #: NC105

Price: $10.50

NC106-Butterflies Of The Meadow

Item #: NC106

Price: $10.50

NC107E-Fern - Pixie Couture Collection Embellishmen t Pack
Fern - Pixie Couture Collection Embellishment Pack

Item #: NC107E

Price: $10.50
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NC107-Fern - Pixie Couture Collection, fairy
Approximate size 6"W x 10"H

Item #: NC107

Price: $12.00

NC108E-Ivy - Pixie Couture Collection Embellishment  Pack
Ivy - Pixie Couture Collection Embellishment Pack

Item #: NC108E

Price: $12.00

NC108-Ivy - Pixie Couture Collection, fairy
Approximate size 6"W x 10"H

Item #: NC108

Price: $12.00

NC109-Daisy - Pixie Couture Collection

Item #: NC109

Price: $12.00

NC111-Rose - Pixie Couture Collection

Item #: NC111

Price: $12.00

NC112-Violet - Pixie Couture Collection

Item #: NC112

Price: $12.00

Night Nymph
Release Date: October 15, 2009 Reminiscent of luxurious Art Nouveau jewelry, a woman 
emerges with butterfly wings from a chrysallis with a twinkling crystal star and enameled 
wings. Stitched on 32 count Star Sapphire Linen by Wichelt Imports. Stitched area is 9.06" 
by 8.63" with a stitch count of 145 x 138

Item #: md105

Price: $10.99

Night Nymph
Release Date: October 15, 2009 Reminiscent of luxurious Art Nouveau jewelry, a woman 
emerges with butterfly wings from a chrysallis with a twinkling crystal star and enameled 
wings. Stitched on 32 count Star Sapphire Linen by Wichelt Imports. Stitched area is 9.06" 
by 8.63" with a stitch count of 145 x 138. Kit includes pattern, a fat quarter of 32 count Star 
Sapphire Linen, Mill Hill beads and treasures, Valdani floss, DMC floss and Kreinik braids.

Item #: md105k

Price: $82.99
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Night Nymph Embellishment Pack
Mirabilia Embellishment Pack for MD105: Includes: Beads and Treasures and Valdani 
thread **Does NOT include chart, fabric or Kreinik (either single or bulk) Item #: MD105E

Price: $40.50

November Topaz Fairie (MD96)
Next in the series of the lovely birthstone beauties is the Topaz Fairie. She has iridescent 
dragonfly wings that carry her in a pale lemon chiffon dress. She is harvesting the las 
crimson blooms of summer to brighten her winter days. The citron stones and sparkling 
beads crown her the Fairie Queen of November. Stitched on 32 count Belfast Cream Linen 
by Zweigart. Alternate fabric 32 count Ivory Linen by Wichelt Imports. Stitched area is 11 
1/4" by 14 3/4" with a stitch count of 178 x 223. Stitched 2 over 2. DMC floss used. Blends 
are one strand each.

Item #: 07-2260

Price: $14.00

November Topaz Fairie (MD96) w/ Linen
Next in the series of the lovely birthstone beauties is the Topaz Fairie. She has iridescent 
dragonfly wings that carry her in a pale lemon chiffon dress. She is harvesting the las 
crimson blooms of summer to brighten her winter days. The citron stones and sparkling 
beads crown her the Fairie Queen of November. Stitched on 32 count Belfast Cream Linen 
by Zweigart. Alternate fabric 32 count Ivory Linen by Wichelt Imports. Stitched area is 11 
1/4" by 14 3/4" with a stitch count of 178 x 223. Stitched 2 over 2. DMC floss used. Blends 
are one strand each. Pattern and a fat quarter of 32 count Belfast Cream Linen.

Item #: 07-2260

Price: $30.50

November Topaz Fairie Embellishments  (MD96e)
Next in the series of the lovely birthstone beauties is the Topaz Fairie. She has iridescent 
dragonfly wings that carry her in a pale lemon chiffon dress. She is harvesting the las 
crimson blooms of summer to brighten her winter days. The citron stones and sparkling 
beads crown her the Fairie Queen of November. Stitched on 32 count Belfast Cream Linen 
by Zweigart. Alternate fabric 32 count Ivory Linen by Wichelt Imports. Stitched area is 11 
1/4" by 14 3/4" with a stitch count of 178 x 223. Stitched 2 over 2. DMC floss used. Blends 
are one strand each. Includes all the beads and treasures needed for the project.

Item #: md96e

Price: $49.72

November Topaz Fairie kit (MD96)
Kit includes pattern, fabric (fat quarter of Belfast Linen in Cream), 33 skeins of DMC floss, 5 
Kreinik #4 braids, 3 Mill Hill beads, and 23 packages of Mill Hill Treasures. Stitched area is 
11 1/4" by 14 3/4" with a stitch count of 178 x 223. Stitched 2 over 2. DMC floss used. 
Blends are one strand each.

Item #: 07-2260K

Price: $120.90

Peony Garden kit-MD111
Release Date: October 15, 2010 Exuberant double blossom peonies create a purple haze at 
twilight. With names like "Cup of shining night", "Story Enchantress" and "Red embroidered 
needles ball", it is no wonder that the peony tree is the center of every spring imperial 
garden. Stitched on 32 count Pink Sand Linen by Wichelt Imports. Stitch count of 190 x 290 
Kit includes pattern, a fat quarter of 32 ct. Pink Sand Linen, DMC floss, Caron Floss, Milll 
Hill beads, and Kreinik floss.

Item #: MD111k

Price: $114.50

Peony Garden-MD111
Release Date: October 15, 2010 Exuberant double blossom peonies create a purple haze at 
twilight. With names like "Cup of shining night", "Story Enchantress" and "Red embroidered 
needles ball", it is no wonder that the peony tree is the center of every spring imperial 
garden. Stitched on 32 count Pink Sand Linen by Wichelt Imports. Stitch count of 190 x 290

Item #: MD111

Price: $14.00
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Petal Fairy (MD82)
This fairy seamstress created her ensemble out of gathered bits and pieces from an English 
cottage garden. She stitched her frock with lilly petals that shimmer with vivid shades of 
deep fuchsia and mandarin orange. Stitched on 32 count Natural Linen by Wichelt Imports. 
Stitched area is 10 1/4" x 18" with a stitch count of 161 x 287. Stitched (2 over 2). DMC 
floss used. Blends are one strand each.

Item #: 04-3255

Price: $14.00

Petal Fairy (MD82) w/ Linen
This fairy seamstress created her ensemble out of gathered bits and pieces from an English 
cottage garden. She stitched her frock with lilly petals that shimmer with vivid shades of 
deep fuchsia and mandarin orange. Stitched on 32 count Natural Linen by Wichelt Imports. 
Stitched area is 10 1/4" x 18" with a stitch count of 161 x 287. Stitched (2 over 2). DMC 
floss used. Blends are one strand each. Includes pattern and a fat quarter of 32 count 
Natural Light Linen.

Item #: 04-3255

Price: $28.50

Petal Fairy Kit (MD82)
This fairy seamstress created her ensemble out of gathered bits and pieces from an English 
cottage garden. She stitched her frock with lilly petals that shimmer with vivid shades of 
deep fuchsia and mandarin orange. Kit includes pattern, fat quarter of 32 count Natural 
Linen, 36 skeins of DMC floss, Mill Hill Beads, and Kreinik #4 Braid. Stitched area is 10 1/4" 
x 18" with a stitch count of 161 x 287. Stitched (2 over 2). DMC floss used. Blends are one 
strand each.

Item #: MD82K

Price: $50.99

Queen Mermaid Kit (MD57)
Kit includes pattern, fat quarter of 32 count Water Lily Linen, DMC floss, Kreinik Metalic 
threads, Mill Hill beads and treasures. Stitched area is 11 1/2"x 15 1/4" with a stitch count of 
181 x 242.

Item #: 01-1000k

Price: $79.90

Queen Mermaid, The (MD57)
The Queen Mermaid swishes through the waves, glittering in the ocean light. She is a figure 
of fairy tale but seems quite real in her watery world. Not to be bought, only to be made by 
you... "with the hand and from the heart". Stitched on 32 count Water Lily Linen by Wichelt 
Imports. Stitched area is 11-1/2" x 15-1/4" with a stitch count of 181 x 242.

Item #: 01-1000

Price: $13.00

Queen Mermaid, The (MD57) w/ Linen
The Queen Mermaid swishes through the waves, glittering in the ocean light. She is a figure 
of fairy tale but seems quite real in her watery world. Not to be bought, only to be made by 
you... "with the hand and from the heart". Stitched on 32 count Water Lily Linen by Wichelt 
Imports. Stitched area is 11-1/2" x 15-1/4" with a stitch count of 181 x 242. Pattern and a fat 
quarter of 32 count Water Lily Linen.

Item #: 01-1000

Price: $28.50

Queen of Freedom (MD64)
Due to the overwhelming response to "Lady of the Flag", we have created another pattern 
that honors our Flag to complete the set. A classic Greek beauty drapes the Stars and 
Stripes over her lap while she clutches a book of law. Stitched on 32 count Country French 
Latte Linen by Wichelt Imports. Alternate fabric is 32 count Belfast Light Mocha Linen by 
Zweigart. Stitched area is 11 ¼" x 18 ¾" with a stitch count of 181 x 289. Stitched (2 over 2).

Item #: MD64

Price: $13.00

Queen of Freedom (MD64) w/ Linen
Due to the overwhelming response to "Lady of the Flag", we have created another pattern 
that honors our Flag to complete the set. A classic Greek beauty drapes the Stars and 
Stripes over her lap while she clutches a book of law. Stitched on 32 count Country French 
Latte Linen by Wichelt Imports. Alternate fabric is 32 count Belfast Light Mocha Linen by 
Zweigart. Stitched area is 11 ¼" x 18 ¾" with a stitch count of 181 x 289. Stitched (2 over 
2). Pattern and a fat quarter of 32 count Country French Latte Linen.

Item #: MD64

Price: $29.50
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Queen of Peace, Victorian (MD58)
Somewhere in the mists of time, a young queen ruled wisely and well. In this portrait 
rendered by Nora Corbett, she has traded her golden crown for a jeweled circlet of full-
blown roses. In a pose of calm contemplation, her dove-gray gown is cut low to emphasize 
a graceful neck embellished with cascades of crystals. Glistening regal emblems march 
across the sweeping folds of her skirt; a swath of deepest apple green catches her train to 
one side, and a single amethyst ribbon trails softly about her feet. In her queen's quiet 
hands, a lone turtle dove perches peacefully, safe in this place of tranquility. Stitched on 32 
count Vintage Linen by Wichelt Imports. Stitched area is 10½" x 20" with a stitch count of 
165 x 320. Stitched (2 over 2).

Item #: MD58

Price: $13.00

Queen of Peace, Victorian (MD58) w/ Linen
Somewhere in the mists of time, a young queen ruled wisely and well. In this portrait 
rendered by Nora Corbett, she has traded her golden crown for a jeweled circlet of full-
blown roses. In a pose of calm contemplation, her dove-gray gown is cut low to emphasize 
a graceful neck embellished with cascades of crystals. Glistening regal emblems march 
across the sweeping folds of her skirt; a swath of deepest apple green catches her train to 
one side, and a single amethyst ribbon trails softly about her feet. In her queen's quiet 
hands, a lone turtle dove perches peacefully, safe in this place of tranquility. Pattern and a 
fat quarter of 32 count French Lace Linen (65110) Stitched area is 10½" x 20" with a stitch 
count of 165 x 320. Stitched (2 over 2).

Item #: MD58l

Price: $28.50

Queen of Peace, Victorian Kit  (MD58)
Somewhere in the mists of time, a young queen ruled wisely and well. In this portrait 
rendered by Nora Corbett, she has traded her golden crown for a jeweled circlet of full-
blown roses. In a pose of calm contemplation, her dove-gray gown is cut low to emphasize 
a graceful neck embellished with cascades of crystals. Glistening regal emblems march 
across the sweeping folds of her skirt; a swath of deepest apple green catches her train to 
one side, and a single amethyst ribbon trails softly about her feet. In her queen's quiet 
hands, a lone turtle dove perches peacefully, safe in this place of tranquility. Kit includes 
pattern, a fat quarter of 32 count French Lace Linen, 41 skenis of DMC floss, Kreinik 
metalic threads, Mill Hill beads and treasures. Stitched area is 10½" x 20" with a stitch 
count of 165 x 320. Stitched (2 over 2).

Item #: MD58K

Price: $91.99

Ring Around The Rose Tree, children (MD76)
Four carefree girls, hold hands and dance around a blooming rose tree. The girls each have 
black velvet shoes, flowing Sunday best dresses and flowers adorning each head. Stitched 
on 32 count French Lace Linen by Wichelt Imports. Alternate fabric 32 count Belfast 
Confederate Grey Linen by Zweigart. Stitched area is 16 1/2" x 12 1/2" with a stitch count of 
262 x 199.

Item #: 04-1829

Price: $14.00

Ring Around The Rose Tree, children (MD76) w/ Linen
Four carefree girls, hold hands and dance around a blooming rose tree. The girls each have 
black velvet shoes, flowing Sunday best dresses and flowers adorning each head. Stitched 
on 32 count French Lace Linen by Wichelt Imports. Alternate fabric 32 count Belfast 
Confederate Grey Linen by Zweigart. Stitched area is 16 1/2" x 12 1/2" with a stitch count of 
262 x 199. Pattern and a fat quarter of 32 count French Lace Linen.

Item #: 04-1829

Price: $27.50

Ring Around The Rose Tree, children Kit (MD76)
Kit includes pattern, 32 count French Lace Linen (fat quarter), 29 skeins of DMC floss and 7 
Mill Hill beads. Stitched on 32 count French Lace Linen by Wichelt Imports. Alternate fabric 
32 count Belfast Confederate Grey Linen by Zweigart. Stitched area is 16 1/2" x 12 1/2" with 
a stitch count of 262 x 199.

Item #: 04-1829K

Price: $54.99
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Rose Arbor, lady (MD48)
Nora Corbett's "The Rose of Sharon" cross-stitch design has become an enduring favorite 
among Mirabilia design collectors. Nora's newest masterpie ce, called "Rose Arbour," is a 
mirror image of the earlier design, reflecting another beautiful woman beneath an arch 
entwined with full-blown roses. Stitched on 32 count Natural Linen by Wichelt Imports. 
Alternate fabric is 32 count Belfast Raw Linen. Stitched area is 12 1/4" x 18 1/2" with a 
stitch count of 195 x 295.

Item #: MD48

Price: $12.00

Rose Arbor, lady KIT (MD48)
Kit includes pattern, 32 count Natural Light Linen (fat quarter), 42 skeins of DMC floss, #4 
Kreinik braids, and Mill Hill beads. Stitched area is 12 1/4" x 18 1/2" with a stitch count of 
195 x 295.

Item #: MD48K

Price: $57.99

Rose Celebration (MD23)
Imagine a jubilant parade of old, led by an auburn-haired beauty holding an arch of roses 
high aloft. A symbol of celebrations everywhere, her shell pink and dusty cream gown is 
entwined with delicate green garlands and pink and purple rosebuds. A crown of green 
leaves and deep purple berries atop her unbound hair proclaims her the undisputed queen 
of a very special day. Stitched on 32 count Amber linen by Wichelt Imports (2 over 2). 
Design area is 9 (1/3) x 24 inches with a stitch count of 150 x 383.

Item #: 96-938

Price: $12.00

Rose of Sharon Kit (MD3)
Pause for a moment with this golden-gowned maiden and relish the beauty of a shaded, 
fragrant bower of trailing pink roses and jaunty hollyhocks. Her elegantly trailing gown and 
the intricate artistry of the romantic stone garden arch make this one of our best-loved 
designs. Kit includes pattern, a fat quarter of 32 count Natural Light Linen, and 41 skeins of 
DMC floss. Design area is 19 x 12 inches. Stitch count is 312 x 188.

Item #: MD3K

Price: $46.50

Rose of Sharon, lady (MD3)
Pause for a moment with this golden-gowned maiden and relish the beauty of a shaded, 
fragrant bower of trailing pink roses and jaunty hollyhocks. Her elegantly trailing gown and 
the intricate artistry of the romantic stone garden arch make this one of our best-loved 
designs. Fabric suggestion is 28 count Natural Linen (2 over 2) by Wichelt Imports. Design 
area is 19 x 12 inches. Stitch count is 312 x 188

Item #: 7097

Price: $13.00

Rosebud Lullaby
White Linen 32ct

Item #: 98-1422

Price: $11.00

Royal Holiday, Christmas (MD78)
The Empress of Christmas presides over her festivities adorned in velvety scarlet flowing 
robes, trimmed in evergreen, rubies, and fur. The Baroque gold pattern on her dress 
changes as the light dances on her gown. Stitched on 32 count Chestnut Linen by Wichelt 
Imports. Alternate fabric is 32 count Toasted Almond Linen by Zweigart. Stitched area is 12 
3/4" x 18" with a stitch count of 204 x 288.

Item #: 04-2353

Price: $13.00

Sabrina Embellishment Pack
Mirabilia Embellishment Pack for MD106: Includes: Beads and Treasures **Does NOT 
include chart, fabric or Kreinik (either single or bulk) Item #: MD106E

Price: $16.50
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Sabrina Kit, lady (MD106k)
My newest cross stitch goddess is inspired by old black and white movie glamour and 
celebrates the perfection of onscreen couture. Velvety charcoal embroidery drapes a sea of 
satin, sprinkled with crystal stars in this elegant and luscious design. Stitched area is 12.38" 
by 16.25" with a stitch count of 198 x 260 Stitched 2 over 2. Stitched on 32 count Natural 
Light Linen by Wichelt Imports. Kit includes pattern, a fat quarter of 32 count Natural Light 
Linen, DMC floss, Caron floss, Embellishment pack, and Kreinik.

Item #: MD106k

Price: $86.50

Sabrina Kit, w/ Aida lady (MD106kA)
My newest cross stitch goddess is inspired by old black and white movie glamour and 
celebrates the perfection of onscreen couture. Velvety charcoal embroidery drapes a sea of 
satin, sprinkled with crystal stars in this elegant and luscious design. Stitched area is 12.38" 
by 16.25" with a stitch count of 198 x 260 Stitched 2 over 2. Stitched on 32 count Natural 
Light Linen by Wichelt Imports. Kit includes pattern, a fat half of 16 count Natural Light 
Linen, DMC floss, Caron floss, Embellishment pack, and Kreinik.

Item #: MD106kA

Price: $88.00

Sabrina, lady (MD106)
My newest cross stitch goddess is inspired by old black and white movie glamour and 
celebrates the perfection of onscreen couture. Velvety charcoal embroidery drapes a sea of 
satin, sprinkled with crystal stars in this elegant and luscious design. Stitched area is 12.38" 
by 16.25" with a stitch count of 198 x 260 Stitched 2 over 2. Stitched on 32 count Natural 
Light Linen by Wichelt Imports.

Item #: 10-1028

Price: $14.00

Santa's Magic (MD15)
Eight different colors of Kreinik Metallics make up this fanciful Santa, all rich and dazzling 
and true. Some things must be experienced in person and this Father Christmas is one. We 
know he will become a Christmas tradition your family , and their families, will enjoy for 
years to come. Fabric suggestion is 32 count Desert Sand linen by Wichelt Imports (2 over 
2). Designs area is 14 (3/4) x 17 (1/4) inches. Stitch count is 234 x 276.

Item #: 95-540

Price: $13.00

Savannah's Curtsy (MD36)
This winsome southern belle learned the genteel art of hospitality in finishing school, and 
she'd be delighted to extend a warm welcome to guests in any finely decorated foyer. She 
makes a lovely gift for new neighbors, new homeowners or newlyweds--or just hang her 
where she can make you smile each time you walk in the door. Stitched on 32 count White 
Jobelan supplied by Wichelt Imports. Design area is 12" x 15" with a stitch count of 187 x 
235.

Item #: 98-1384

Price: $13.00

Scent Of Old Roses, lady (MD54)
There is a princess, we are told, of indescribable wealth, who is fascinated by the mixing of 
garden scents. "A touch of lavender for sleep," she muses here, in an ornate gown and 
stole trimmed with "Wisper". "And rosemary, that's for remembrance." Rumor has it that she 
has captured her favorite scent, that of old English roses, in a rose-amethyst vial to carry 
with her wherever she goes. While you stitch, consider the effect of fragrances in your life, 
and resolve to surround yourself with those that bring you happiness, too. Stitched on 32 
count Laurel Linen by Wichelt Imports. Stitched area is 7 1/2" x 13 1/4" with a stitch count of 
119 x 212.

Item #: 00-1815

Price: $13.00

September Sapphire Fairy (MD114)
"September Sapphire Fairy" MD114 by Nora Corbett Release Date: April 15, 2011 The 
September Sapphire Fairy captures a serene moment of a young fairy. She is inspired by 
beautiful prints and kimonos of the Far East and butterflies dance about her lovely silk 
brocade gown. She is a sweetheart that lingers in the amazement of her fluttery friends. 
Stitched on 32 count White Linen (65-W) by Wichelt Imports. Stitched area is 7.81" w x 
13.94" h with a stitch count of 125 x 223.

Item #: md114

Price: $14.00
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September Sapphire Fairy Embellishment Pack
Mirabilia Embellishment Pack for MD114: Includes: Beads, treasures **Does NOT include 
chart or fabric Item #: MD114e

Price: $7.00

Shakespeare's Fairies Embellishment Pack-MD103E
Includes: Beads and Treasures needed for Shakespeare's Fairies **Does NOT include 
graph, fabric or Kreinik Item #: md103e

Price: $45.00

Shakespeare's Fairies Kit-- MD103k
Includes pattern, a fat quarter of 32 count Laurel Linen, DMC floss, Embellishments, and 
Kreiniks. Item #: MD103k

Price: $112.99

Shakespeare's Fairies MD103
Model stitch on 32 count Laurel Linen. Stitch count of 307 x 136. Shakespeare's Fairies run 
through the twisted forest with only flirefly lanterns to guide them. Their gowns sparkle and 
flutter around them in the pale blue moonlight. They whisper and quietly giggle about the 
lovers' follies on this midsummer night.

Item #: MD103-09-218

Price: $14.00

Shakespeare's Fairies w/ Linen  MD103-
Pattern and a fat quarter of 32 count Laurel Linen.

Item #: MD103l

Price: $30.50

Shimmering Mermaid (MD71)
Floating on the linen with gleaming lock and key attached by a bead chain, this shimmering 
dreaming beauty is one of Nora's most romantic mermaids. The exquisite scale pattern and 
airy fins make this a perfect project sure to be admired by young and old. Stitched on 32 
count Zweigart Belfast Amsterdam Blue Linen. Alternate fabric 32 count Stoney Point Linen 
by Wichelt Imports. Stitched area is 12 3/4" x 15 3/4" with a stitch count of 202 x 252. 
Stitched (2 over 2). DMC floss used. Blends are one strand each.

Item #: 03-2055

Price: $13.00

Shimmering Mermaid Kit (MD71)
Floating on the linen with gleaming lock and key attached by a bead chain, this shimmering 
dreaming beauty is one of Nora's most romantic mermaids. Kit includes pattern, 32 count 
Stoney Point Linen (fat quarter), 31 skeins of DMC floss, Kreinik #4 braids, and Mill Hill 
Beads. Stitched area is 12 3/4" x 15 3/4" with a stitch count of 202 x 252. Stitched (2 over 2).

Item #: MD71K

Price: $61.90

Sleeping Beauty Kit w/ Aida, romantic lady (MD5)
The entire kingdom fell asleep, even the mice, and the roses grew wildly over the castle." 
Reminiscent of a classic painting or ancient tapestry, our Sleeping Beauty lies in a bed of 
curling satin ribbons, caressing velvets, and exquisite beaded coverlets. Kit includes the 
pattern, a fat half of 16 count Misty Blue Aida, Mill Hill Beads, and 47 skeins of DMC floss. 
Design area is 15 x 16 (1/4) inches. Stitch count is 240 x 260. DMC floss used.

Item #: 7828

Price: $53.99
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Sleeping Beauty Kit w/ Linen, romantic lady  (MD5)
Kit includes pattern, 32 count Smokey Pearl Belfast Linen (fat quarter), 47 skeins of DMC 
floss, and 3 pkgs. of Mill Hill beads. Design area is 15 x 16 (1/4) inches. Stitch count is 240 
x 260. DMC floss used.

Item #: 7828K

Price: $56.90

Sleeping Beauty, romantic lady (MD5)
The entire kingdom fell asleep, even the mice, and the roses grew wildly over the castle." 
Reminiscent of a classic painting or ancient tapestry, our Sleeping Beauty lies in a bed of 
curling satin ribbons, caressing velvets, and exquisite beaded coverlets. Design area is 15 x 
16 (1/4) inches. Stitch count is 240 x 260. DMC floss used.

Item #: 7828

Price: $13.00

Snow Days, snowman (MD29)
Big snowstorm. No school. Cooped up. Bored. Get on mom's nerves. Bundle up. Stomp 
outside. Build a snowman. Numb fingers. Stomp inside. Dry mittens on radiator. Press nose 
to frosty window. Admire the snowman standing guard in the swirling, twirling ballet of snow. 
Stitched on 32 count Natural linen from Wichelt Imports. Design area is 7 1/2" x 9 1/2" with 
a stitch count of 120 x 150.

Item #: 97-1770

Price: $12.00

South Seas Mermaid (MD92)
She lives in the warm seas of the South and watches over her precious aquatic garden. Her 
tail shimmers in the reflective light of her coral castles. When she plays in the azure water, 
you may catch a glimpse of her pearly veil. Stitched on 32 count Amsterdam Blue Belfast 
Linen by Zweigart Manufacturing available through Wichelt Imports. Stitched area is 8 ½" x 
13 3/8" with a stitch count of 138 x 213. Stitched (2 over 2).

Item #: 06-2952

Price: $13.00

South Seas Mermaid Kit (MD92)
Kit includes pattern, a fat quarter of 32 count Belfast Amsterdam Blue Linen, 25 skeins of 
DMC floss, Mill Hill beads and Kreinik threads. Stitched area is 8 ½" x 13 3/8" with a stitch 
count of 138 x 213. Stitched (2 over 2).

Item #: 06-2952K

Price: $67.50

South Seas Mermaid w/ Linen  (MD92)
She lives in the warm seas of the South and watches over her precious aquatic garden. Her 
tail shimmers in the reflective light of her coral castles. When she plays in the azure water, 
you may catch a glimpse of her pearly veil. Stitched on 32 count Amsterdam Blue Belfast 
Linen by Zweigart Manufacturing available through Wichelt Imports. Stitched area is 8 ½" x 
13 3/8" with a stitch count of 138 x 213. Stitched (2 over 2). Includes pattern and a fat 
quarter of 32 count Belfast Amsterdam and Blue Wing fabric.

Item #: 06-2952l

Price: $28.58

Spring In My Garden, lady (MD53)
"I'm not a very patient person," says Nora, "but gardening is teaching me to be. I've learned 
that something tiny and fragile holds the promise of becoming something bold and beautiful, 
if I only water and wait for it. What I haven't learned is to not go barefoot outside way too 
early and freeze my feet! It's nature's way of reminding me why shoes were invented, I 
guess." Stitched on 32 count Natural Linen by Wichelt Imports. Alternate fabric is 32 count 
Zweigart Belfast Raw Linen. Stitched area is 11 1/2" x 16 1/2" with a stitch count of 180 x 
260

Item #: 00-1703

Price: $13.00

Spring Queen, Victorian (MD34)
The long-awaited companion to Nora Corbett's Queen series, Mirabilia's "Spring Queen" 
takes elegance to a whole new realm. Her off-the-shoulder embroidered silk brocade gown 
is augmented with pink salmon and periwinkle to match her priceless tiara and spray of fairy 
flowers. Like spring, she came in her own good time. But was well worth the wait. Stitched 
on 32 count White linen by Wichelt Imports. Stitched (2 over 2). Design area is 11 ¹" x 17 ¸" 
with a stitch count of 180 x 278.

Item #: 98-1042

Price: $13.00
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Spring Queen, Victorian Kit (MD34)
Kit includes pattern, a fat quarter of 32 count White Linen, 44 skeins of DMC floss and Mill 
Hill beads. The long-awaited companion to Nora Corbett's Queen series, Mirabilia's "Spring 
Queen" takes elegance to a whole new realm. Her off-the-shoulder embroidered silk 
brocade gown is augmented with pink salmon and periwinkle to match her priceless tiara 
and spray of fairy flowers. Like spring, she came in her own good time. But was well worth 
the wait. Stitched on 32 count White linen by Wichelt Imports. Stitched (2 over 2). Design 
area is 11 ¹" x 17 ¸" with a stitch count of 180 x 278.

Item #: 98-1042K

Price: $57.90

Spring Topiary Garden (MD110)
Model stitched on White Linen 32 count.

Item #: MD110

Price: $14.00

Spring Topiary Garden Embellishment Pack
Mirabilia Embellishment Pack for MD110: Includes: Beads needed for the pattern. **Does 
NOT include chart or fabric Item #: MD110E

Price: $14.00

Stargazer, romantic lady (MD88)
White glowing stars reflect over a gown of satin ribbons and brocade. The dress is stitched 
in soft greys and dusty blues and covered in swirling starry beads. As the lady watches the 
sky filled with luminous diamonds she wishes upon them all. Design by Nora Corbett. 
Stitched on 28 count Country French Cappucino Linen by Wichelt Imports. Stitched area is 
13 3/4" x 19 3/4" with a stitch count of 190 x 275. Stitched (2 over 2). Model stitched with 
DMC floss.

Item #: 06-1285

Price: $14.00

Stargazer, romantic lady Kit (MD88)
White glowing stars reflect over a gown of satin ribbons and brocade. As the lady watches 
the sky filled with luminous diamonds she wishes upon them all. Design by Nora Corbett. Kit 
includes pattern, 32 count Raw Linen Belfast Linen (fat quarter), 29 skeins of DMC floss, 
and Mill Hill Beads. Stitched area is 13 3/4" x 19 3/4" with a stitch count of 190 x 275. 
Stitched (2 over 2). Model stitched with DMC floss. (includes only items on unopened 
pattern)

Item #: MD88K

Price: $59.99

Stitching Fairies-Needle Fairy
Leaflet only. The required Crescent Colours and Kreinik threads, Mill Hill beads and Wichelt 
linen are available at Julie's X Stitch. Stitch count 105 x 142 Item #: 10-2159

Price: $13.00

Summer In My Garden, lady (MD50)
"I suspect that my neighbors laugh at my gardening outfits--I really do wear pretty hats and 
flowing skirts to dig in the dirt! I just can't bear to wear ugly old clothes amidst all that 
beauty. And I don't know about you, but I like a very orderly garden, full of old-fashioned 
flowers in cool shades of pink and white. I especially love anything I can cut to enjoy inside. 
If it doesn't flower, I don't grow it!" Stitched on 32 count Natural Linen by Wichelt Imports. 
Alternate fabric is 32 count Zweigart Belfast Raw Linen. Stitched area is 11 1/2" x 16 1/2" 
with a stitch count of 180 x 260.

Item #: 00-1304

Price: $11.00
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Summer Queen (MD22)
The stunning companion to Nora Corbett's "Winter Queen", the new "Summer Queen" also 
commands admiration all on her own. From the top of her golden chignon to the tip of her 
graceful writing plume to the hem of her heavy satin Tiffany-blue gown, she is a symbol of 
all that is glorious and perfect. Just like summer. Stitched on 32 count White Linen. Stitch 
count 187x284. Design area is 11 2/3 x 17 3/4 inches.

Item #: 96-874

Price: $13.00

Summer Queen (MD22) Kit
The stunning companion to Nora Corbett's "Winter Queen", the new "Summer Queen" also 
commands admiration all on her own. From the top of her golden chignon to the tip of her 
graceful writing plume to the hem of her heavy satin Tiffany-blue gown, she is a symbol of 
all that is glorious and perfect. Just like summer. Stitched on 32 count White Linen. Stitch 
count 187x284. Design area is 11 2/3 x 17 3/4 inches. Includes pattern, a fat quarter of 32 
count White Linen, Mill Hill beads, and 33 skeins of DMC floss.

Item #: 96-874k

Price: $55.50

Summer Queen (MD22) w/ Linen
The stunning companion to Nora Corbett's "Winter Queen", the new "Summer Queen" also 
commands admiration all on her own. From the top of her golden chignon to the tip of her 
graceful writing plume to the hem of her heavy satin Tiffany-blue gown, she is a symbol of 
all that is glorious and perfect. Just like summer. Includes pattern and a fat quarter of 32 
White linen.

Item #: 96-874l

Price: $27.50

The Red Lady Pirate-MD113
"Red Lady Pirate" MD113 by Nora Corbett Release Date: February 15, 2011 1500-1534 
One of the most ruthless and cunning of the female pirates of the 16th Century. Stitched on 
32 count Sea Spray Linen (65-293) by Wichelt Imports. Stitched area is 8.13" w x 12.5" h 
with a stitch count of 130 x 200.

Item #: md113

Price: $14.00

The Red Pirate Lady Embellishment Pack-md13e
Mirabilia Embellishment Pack for MD113: Includes: Beads, treasures **Does NOT include 
chart or fabric Item #: md113e

Price: $23.50

Three For Tea Kit, angels (MD37)
Kit includes pattern, fat quarter of 32 count Natural Light Linen, 43 skeins of DMC floss, 5 
Mill Hill beads, and 2 Kreinik #4 braids. Unlike many of us in the workaday world, these 
three lovely enchanted beings haven't forgotten the importance of the quiet reflection and 
gentle conversation that comes with taking tea. At a quarter of three, with hair let down, 
stately gowns and mother-of-pearl cups in hand, they remind us all that there's nothing quite 
like a spot of tea for setting the world to rights Fabric suggestion is 32 count Natural Linen 
by Wichelt Imports. Stitched (2 over 2). DMC floss used. Blends are one strand each. 
Design area is 12" x 14" with a stitch count of 168 x 222

Item #: 98-1573K

Price: $60.99

Three For Tea, angels (MD37)
Unlike many of us in the workaday world, these three lovely enchanted beings haven't 
forgotten the importance of the quiet reflection and gentle conversation that comes with 
taking tea. At a quarter of three, with hair let down, stately gowns and mother-of-pearl cups 
in hand, they remind us all that there's nothing quite like a spot of tea for setting the world to 
rights Fabric suggestion is 32 count Natural Linen by Wichelt Imports. Stitched (2 over 2). 
DMC floss used. Blends are one strand each. Design area is 12" x 14" with a stitch count of 
168 x 222

Item #: 98-1573

Price: $13.00
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Titania Queen Of The Fairies (MD38)
The companion to Nora Corbett's 1997 "A Midsummer Night's Fairy," Titania harks from the 
same enchanted, misted wood. Resplendent in a simple rosebud crown and a pair of 
golden, gauzy, gorgeous wings, she perches upon a tiny limb and offers these words from 
Shakespeare to all who lovingly stitch her sumptuous rose and coral gown: "Hand in hand, 
with fairy grace, will we sing and bless this place." Fabric suggestion is 32 count Chestnut 
Linen by Wichelt Imports. Stitched (2 over 2). DMC floss used. Blends are one strand each. 
Design area is 11" x 18" with a stitch count of 165 x 279.

Item #: 98-1839

Price: $13.00

Titania Queen Of The Fairies (MD38) Kit
The companion to Nora Corbett's 1997 "A Midsummer Night's Fairy," Titania harks from the 
same enchanted, misted wood. Resplendent in a simple rosebud crown and a pair of 
golden, gauzy, gorgeous wings, she perches upon a tiny limb and offers these words from 
Shakespeare to all who lovingly stitch her sumptuous rose and coral gown: "Hand in hand, 
with fairy grace, will we sing and bless this place." Fabric suggestion is 32 count Chestnut 
Linen by Wichelt Imports. Stitched (2 over 2). Design area is 11" x 18" with a stitch count of 
165 x 279. Includes pattern and a fat quarter of 32 count Chestnut Linen, 46 skeins of DMC 
floss, Kreinik threads and Mill Hill beads.

Item #: 98-1839k

Price: $68.90

Titania Queen Of The Fairies (MD38) w/ Linen
The companion to Nora Corbett's 1997 "A Midsummer Night's Fairy," Titania harks from the 
same enchanted, misted wood. Resplendent in a simple rosebud crown and a pair of 
golden, gauzy, gorgeous wings, she perches upon a tiny limb and offers these words from 
Shakespeare to all who lovingly stitch her sumptuous rose and coral gown: "Hand in hand, 
with fairy grace, will we sing and bless this place." Fabric suggestion is 32 count Chestnut 
Linen by Wichelt Imports. Stitched (2 over 2). Design area is 11" x 18" with a stitch count of 
165 x 279. Includes pattern and a fat quarter of 32 count Chestnut Linen.

Item #: 98-1839l

Price: $28.50

Tree of Hope (MD109)
"Tree of Hope" MD109 by Nora Corbett Release Date: June 15, 2010 Serene maidens 
harvest wishes from the tree with a lotus heart amidst intertwining leaves. Lovely whimsical 
dreams flowers inspired by the Arts and Crafts movement fill the garden. Stitch your hopes 
into this tree and watch them grow true. Stitched on 32 count Natural Brown Linen by 
Wichelt Imports. Stitched area is 11.56" by 15.25" with a stitch count of 185 x 244

Item #: 10-1850

Price: $14.00

Tree of Hope Caron floss
4 skeins of Caron Collection Waterlilies floss needed for Tree of Hope pattern. Does not 
includes pattern, or other supplies needed for project. Item #: Caron  x 4

Price: $24.00

Tree of Hope Embellishment Pack
Mirabilia Embellishment Pack for MD109: Includes: Beads **Does NOT include chart or 
fabric Item #: md109e

Price: $9.50

Tree of Hope kit (MD109k)
"Tree of Hope" MD109 by Nora Corbett Release Date: June 15, 2010 Serene maidens 
harvest wishes from the tree with a lotus heart amidst intertwining leaves. Lovely whimsical 
dreams flowers inspired by the Arts and Crafts movement fill the garden. Stitch your hopes 
into this tree and watch them grow true. Stitched on 32 count Natural Brown Linen by 
Wichelt Imports. Stitched area is 11.56" by 15.25" with a stitch count of 185 x 244 Kit 
includes pattern, a fat quarter of 32 count Natural Brown Linen, Caron floss, Dmc Floss, and 
beads.

Item #: 10-1850k

Price: $77.50
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Under The Friendship Tree, children
Fabric suggestion Tumbleweed Linen 32ct

Item #: 97-2311

Price: $12.00

Venetian Opulence (MD99) w/ Linen, lady
Model stitched on Natural Brown Linen 32ct. Approximate Design size 8.75"W x 21.75"H 
Includes pattern and a fat quarter of 32 count Natural Brown Linen. Item #: 09-1027

Price: $29.48

Venetian Opulence (MD99), lady
This Classical lady is wrapped in sumptuous jewel-toned silks while cascading ribbons flow 
around her among the graceful arches and carved columns of Baroque Italy. Model stitched 
on Natural Brown Linen 32ct. Stitched area is 8.75" by 21.75" with a stitch count of 140 x 
347. Stitched 2 over 2. DMC floss used. Blends are one strand each.

Item #: 09-1027

Price: $12.50

Venetian Opulence Embellishment Pack
Mirabilia Embellishment Pack for MD99: Includes: beads and treasures Beads: (# or pkgs) 
02070 (1), 02077 (1), 03026 (2), 03037 (2), 16609 (1), 18027 (1); Treasures:: 13062 (1); 
**Does NOT include graph, fabric nor Kreinik

Item #: MD99E

Price: $14.00

Villa Mirabilia, lady (MD39)
Taking the air at her countryside villa, a highborn lady spreads her sumptuous golden gown 
about her while surveying the weathered urns, sculpted topiaries and rambling English 
roses of her meticulously tended garden. The Villa Mirabilia crest at her feet reflects her 
love of cross stitch, but the crest name can easily be changed to that of another family's 
private estate. Perhaps yours? Stitched on Zweigart 32 count Willow Green Belfast Linen by 
Wichelt® Stitched (2 over 2). DMC floss used. Design area is 17" x 24" with a stitch count of 
260 x 377.

Item #: 98-1704

Price: $11.00

Waiting For Ships, mermaid (MD35)
Once, a long time ago, a young mermaid chanced upon a handsome ship's captain and 
promptly fell in love. Now she waits amidst the rocks and sea spray, waiting for his ship to 
return. Meanwhile, she becomes impossibly more beautiful, her chestnut hair growing ever 
longer, her emerald and aqua fins and tail shimmering ever brighter in the sun. Does he still 
love her? Will he come back? The story is yours to finish. Fabric suggestion is 32 count 
Tumbleweed linen by Wichelt Imports. Design area is 11" x 17" with a stitch count of 161 x 
260.

Item #: 98-1178

Price: $11.00

White Christmas (MD90)
On Christmas Eve the Gothic windows were laced with frost. Icicles gleam as the snow 
flutters in silence. A lady in red cups her hands around a single snowflake and tiny crystal 
snow drops are scattered across her plush, velvet cape. Stitched on 28 count Country 
Hazelnut Linen by Wichelt Imports. Stitched area is 9 1/2" x 20" with a stitch count of 130 x 
281. Stitched (2 over 2). DMC floss used. Blends are one strand each.

Item #: 06-2023

Price: $13.00
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Winter In My Garden, lady (MD68)
Third in the series of gardeners is "Winter in My Garden". Every gardener I know doesn't 
rest the minute the snow starts to fall. Winter is a time for organizing seeds, planning beds 
or researching to find the perfect climbing rose. That's why our newest design depicts a 
woman in her greenhouse amidst all her started seedlings, dreaming about spring and the 
new start it will bring. Stitched on 32 count Natural Linen by Wichelt Imports. Alternate 
fabric is 32 count Zweigart Belfast Raw Linen. Stitched area is 11 1/2" x 16 1/2" with a stitch 
count of 180 x 260. Stitched (2 over 2). DMC floss used.

Item #: 03-1231

Price: $11.00

Winter Queen (MD13)
Regal in pale periwinkle blue satin against a serene white background, this cool beauty's 
upswept hair is adorned with purple violets beneath a beaded coronet. Whisper-white 
ermine trims her elegantly draped gown, and strands of blue beads lend an opulent touch to 
her hem. If you find beauty in a clear, quiet, blue-skied January day, you'll love our Winter 
Queen. Stitched on 32 count White Linen by Wichelt Imports (2 over 2 ). Design area is 11 
(1/4) x 17 (3/4). Stitch count is 179 x 282.

Item #: 95-236

Price: $13.00

Winter White Santa (MD100)
Pattern on Sale. Normally $20. Mirabilia Designs presents its 100th design, featuring a 
snowy, winter white Santa with a gorgeous candy cane red scarf. An exclusively designed 
crystal charm (only available with MD100 chart) tops the lovely Christmas tree. This design 
is filled with all the magic and beautiful imagery of the Christmas season. It will elevate your 
stitching and your spirits. Stitched on 32 count Twilight Blue Linen by Wichelt Imports. 
Stitched area is 12.94" by 17.38" with a stitch count of 207 x 278. Stitched 2 over 2. DMC 
floss used. Blends are one strand each.

Item #: 09-1408

Price: $20.00

Winter White Santa (MD100) w/ Linen
Mirabilia Designs presents its 100th design, featuring a snowy, winter white Santa with a 
gorgeous candy cane red scarf. An exclusively designed crystal charm (only available with 
MD100 chart) tops the lovely Christmas tree. This design is filled with all the magic and 
beautiful imagery of the Christmas season. It will elevate your stitching and your spirits. 
Stitched on 32 count Twilight Blue Linen by Wichelt Imports. Stitched area is 12.94" by 
17.38" with a stitch count of 207 x 278. Stitched 2 over 2. DMC floss used. Blends are one 
strand each. Includes pattern and a fat quarter of 32 count Twilight Blue Linen.

Item #: 09-1408l

Price: $35.50

Winter White Santa Embellishment Pack
Mirabilia Embellishment Pack for MD100: Includes: Beads and Treasure **Does NOT 
include graph, fabric nor Kreinik Item #: MD100E

Price: $34.00

Winter White Santa Floss/Kreinks (MD100)
Includes DMC floss, Kreiniks and Carol Collection Water Lillies for Winter White Santa.

Item #: 09-1408F

Price: $33.16

Woodland Fairie, The (MD67)
This beautiful fairie with a radiant wand is dressed in shades of pale gold and persimmon 
pink with fluttering misty blue wings. Entwined with gleaming leaves, she is perched on a 
mossy branch. Stitch this magical nymph and imagine flights of fancy. Stitched on 32ct 
Stoney Point linen. Design area is 10 3/4"x15 1/2" and a stitch count of 170x241.

Item #: 02-2946

Price: $12.00
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Fairy Roses

Item #: 05-2064

Price: $13.00

Letters From Nora - D

Item #: 08-2205

Price: $12.00

Letters From Nora - E

Item #: 08-2206

Price: $12.00

Letters From Nora - F

Item #: 08-2207

Price: $12.00

Letters From Nora - I

Item #: 08-2651

Price: $12.00

Letters From Nora-A
Model stitched on 32 count Waterlily Linen. Stitch count is 112h x 87w.

Item #: 08-1948

Price: $11.50

Letters From Nora-B
Model stitched on 32 count Waterlily Linen. Stitch count is 113h x 80w.

Item #: 08-1949

Price: $11.30

Letters From Nora-C
Model is stitched on 32 count Waterlily Linen. Stitch count is 127h x 95w.

Item #: 08-1950

Price: $11.30
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Letters From Nora-G

Item #: 08-2649

Price: $12.00

Letters From Nora-H

Item #: 08-2650

Price: $12.00

Letters From Nora-J.
Stitched on 32ct Waterlily Linen from Wichelt. Stitched with Crescent Colours: 029, 084, 
166, 098, 107, 066, 139, 114, 019, 010, 018 and 039. You will also need Kreinik #4 Braid 
3514 and Mill Hill Beads 02016, 02031 and 13007.

Item #: 09-1233

Price: $12.00

Letters From Nora-K
Stitched on 32ct Waterlily Linen from Wichelt. Stitched with Crescent Colours: 176, 129, 
084, 166, 092, 097, 018, 010, 045, 039, 154, 066, 114, and 039. You will also need Kreinik 
#4 Braid 3514 and Mill Hill 00252,42027,02001, and 2pks of 13063.

Item #: 09-1234

Price: $12.00

Letters From Nora-L
Stitched on 32ct Waterlily Linen from Wichelt. Crescent Colours: 095, 129, 107, 053, 154, 
084, 166, 045, 010, 092, 114 and 039. You will also need Kreinik #4 Braid 3514 and Mill Hill 
42027, 02001, 02072, 12125 and 12126.

Item #: 09-1235

Price: $12.00

Letters From Nora-M
Stitched on 32ct Waterlily Linen from Wichelt. Stitched all in beautiful Crescent Colour floss. 
Stitch count is 76 X 128. Item #: 09-1717

Price: $12.00

Letters From Nora-N
Stitched on 32ct Waterlily Linen from Wichelt. Stitched all in beautiful Crescent Colour floss. 
Stitch count is 95 X 127. Item #: 09-1718

Price: $12.00

Letters From Nora-O
Stitched on 32ct Waterlily Linen from Wichelt. Stitched all in beautiful Crescent Colour floss. 
Stitch count 95 X 124. Item #: 09-1719

Price: $12.00
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Letters From Nora-P

Item #: 09-2047

Price: $12.00

Letters From Nora-Q

Item #: 09-2048

Price: $12.00

Letters From Nora-R

Item #: 09-2049

Price: $12.00

Letters From Nora-S

Item #: 09-2255

Price: $12.00

Letters From Nora-T
Letter T by Nora Corbett. Stitch count 61 x 119. Stitched on 32 count Waterlily Linen from 
Wichelt. Item #: 09-2256

Price: $12.00

Letters From Nora-U

Item #: 09-2257

Price: $12.00

Letters From Nora-V
Stitch Count 84 x 113; Crescent Colours-Eve's Leaves, Hickory Sticks, Deep Fennel, Key 
Largo, Cobbled Peach, Cloud, La Tierra, Wisconsin Woods Item #: 10-1170

Price: $12.00

Letters From Nora-W
Stitch Count 99 x 103; Crescent Colours-Lettuce Leaf, Hickory Sticks, Cobbled Peach, La 
Tierra, Cloud, Vintage Violet, Heatherleigh, Argyle Socks, Old Blue Jeans, Deep Fennel, 
Wisconsin Woods

Item #: 10-1171

Price: $12.00
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Letters From Nora-X
Stitch Count 90 x 119; Crescent Colours-Cobbled Peach, La Tierra, Hickory Sticks, Cloud, 
Vintage Violet, Tufted Yellow, Finley Gold, Amber Waves, Lemon Lime, Desert Mesquite, 
Old Blue Jeans, Smoke, Argyle Socks, Hydrangea, Wisconsin Woods

Item #: 10-1172

Price: $12.00

Letters From Nora-Y

Item #: 10-1515

Price: $12.00

Letters From Nora-Z

Item #: 10-1516

Price: $12.00

NC101-Emerald Dragonfly

Item #: NC101

Price: $10.50

NC102-Silver Dragonfly

Item #: NC102

Price: $10.50

NC103-Portrait Of Lauren In Blue

Item #: NC103

Price: $10.50

NC104-Portrait Of Caroline In Pink

Item #: NC104

Price: $10.50

NC105-Butterflies Of Gold

Item #: NC105

Price: $10.50
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NC106-Butterflies Of The Meadow

Item #: NC106

Price: $10.50

NC107E-Fern - Pixie Couture Collection Embellishmen t Pack
Fern - Pixie Couture Collection Embellishment Pack

Item #: NC107E

Price: $10.50

NC107-Fern - Pixie Couture Collection, fairy
Approximate size 6"W x 10"H

Item #: NC107

Price: $12.00

NC108E-Ivy - Pixie Couture Collection Embellishment  Pack
Ivy - Pixie Couture Collection Embellishment Pack

Item #: NC108E

Price: $12.00

NC108-Ivy - Pixie Couture Collection, fairy
Approximate size 6"W x 10"H

Item #: NC108

Price: $12.00

NC109-Daisy - Pixie Couture Collection

Item #: NC109

Price: $12.00

NC110-Lilly - Pixie Couture Collection

Item #: NC110

Price: $12.00

NC111-Rose - Pixie Couture Collection

Item #: NC111

Price: $12.00
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NC112E-Violet - Pixie Couture Collection Embellishm ent Pack
Nora Corbett Embellishment Pack for NC112: Includes: Beads: 10032(1), 10044(1), 
10074(1) **Does NOT include graph, fabric nor Kreinik Item #: NC112E

Price: $13.00

NC112-Violet - Pixie Couture Collection

Item #: NC112

Price: $12.00

NC113-Dasher- Christmas Eve Couriers

Item #: NC113

Price: $12.00

NC113E-Dasher- Christmas Eve Couriers Embellishment  Pack
Dasher- Christmas Eve Couriers Embellishment Pack

Item #: NC113E

Price: $31.50

NC114-Donner - Christmas Eve Couriers

Item #: NC114

Price: $12.00

NC114E-Donner - Christmas Eve Couriers Embellishmen t Pack
Donner - Christmas Eve Couriers Embellishment Pack

Item #: NC114E

Price: $24.50

NC115-Dancer - Christmas Eve Couriers
Fabric suggestions: Twilight Blue Linen 32ct; or Twilight Blue Aida 16ct.

Item #: NC115

Price: $12.00

NC115E-Dancer - Christmas Eve Couriers Embellishmen t Pack
Dancer - Christmas Eve Couriers Embellishment Pack. Includes: Beads: 10001(1), 
10071MH(1), 10079(1), 13002(1), 13052(1), 13062(2), 13063(1) **Does NOT include graph, 
fabric nor Kreinik

Item #: NC115E

Price: $23.00
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NC116-Blitzen - Christmas Eve Couriers
Fabric suggestions: Twilight Blue Linen 32ct; or Twilight Blue Aida 16ct.

Item #: NC116

Price: $12.00

NC116E-Blitzen - Christmas Eve Couriers Embellishme nt Pack
Nora Corbett Embellishment Pack for NC116: Includes: Beads: 10069(1), 10071MH(1), 
10081MH(1), 13073(1), 13089(3) **Does NOT include graph, fabric nor Kreinik Item #: NC116E

Price: $19.50

NC118-Cupid - Christmas Eve Couriers

Item #: NC118

Price: $12.00

NC118E-Cupid - Christmas Eve Couriers Embellishment  Pack
Nora Corbett Embellishment Pack for NC118: Includes: Beads: 10031(1), 10071MH(1); 
Treasures: 13002 (2) **Does NOT include graph, fabric nor Kreinik Item #: NC118E

Price: $14.00

NC119E-    Prancer - Christmas Eve Couriers Embelli shment Pack
Nora Corbett Embellishment Pack for NC119 Includes: beads and treasures **Does NOT 
include graph, fabric or Kreinik Item #: NC119E

Price: $18.00

NC119Prancer - Christmas Eve Couriers

Item #: NC119

Price: $12.00

NC120-Comet - Christmas Eve Couriers

Item #: NC120

Price: $12.00

NC120E-Comet - Christmas Eve Couriers     Embellish ment Pack
Nora Corbett Embellishment Pack for NC120 Includes beads and treasures **Does NOT 
include graph, fabric or Kreinik Item #: NC120E

Price: $22.70
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NC121E-    Rudolph -  Embellishment Pack
Nora Corbett Embellishment Pack for NC121: Includes: Beads: 02011 (1), 42011 (1); 
Treasures: 13007 (1), 13052 (3), 13062 (1), 13063 (1)13065 (1) **Does NOT include graph, 
fabric nor Kreinik

Item #: NC121E

Price: $18.50

NC121-Rudolph - Christmas Eve Couriers
Fabric suggestion Twilight Blue Linen 32ct. Design size 5 x 6.25 inches. Designed by Nora 
Corbett. Item #: NC121

Price: $12.00

NC122E-Santa's Sleigh - Christmas Eve Couriers Embe llishment Pac
Nora Corbett Embellishment Pack for NC122: Includes: Beads: 00167 (1), 02011 (1), 
02022(1), 18081 (1); NO Treasures: **Does NOT include graph, fabric nor Kreinik Item #: nc122e

Price: $6.50

NC122-Santas Sleigh - Christmas Eve Couriers
**Approximate size 5"W x 8.30"H. Fabric suggestion Twilight Blue Linen 32ct;

Item #: NC122

Price: $12.00

NC123E-Poppy - Pixie Couture Collection Embellishme nt Pack
Poppy - Pixie Couture Collection Embellishment Pack

Item #: NC123E

Price: $6.00

NC123-Poppy - Pixie Couture Collection
Antique White Jobelan 32ct

Item #: NC123

Price: $12.00

NC124E-Tiger Lily - Pixie Couture Collection Embell ishment Pack
Tiger Lily - Pixie Couture Collection Embellishment Pack

Item #: NC124E

Price: $9.00

NC124-Tiger Lily - Pixie Couture
Fabric suggestion is White Jobelan 32ct.

Item #: NC124

Price: $12.00
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NC125E-Iris - Pixie Couture Collection Embellishmen t Pack
Iris - Pixie Couture Collection Embellishment Pack

Item #: NC125E

Price: $5.00

NC125-Iris - Pixie Couture Collection
Approximate size 7"W x 9"H

Item #: NC125

Price: $12.00

NC126E-Morning Glory - Pixie Couture Collection Emb ellishment Pa
Morning Glory - Pixie Couture Collection Embellishment Pack

Item #: NC126E

Price: $7.50

NC126-Morning Glory - Pixie Couture Collection
Approximate size 7"W x 9"H

Item #: NC126

Price: $12.00

NC127E-Jasmine - Pixie Couture Collection Embellish ment Pack
Includes: Beads: 00168(1), 03026(1), 42010(1) **Does NOT include graph, fabric nor Kreinik

Item #: NC127E

Price: $5.00

NC127-Jasmine - Pixie Couture Collection
Antique White Jobelan 32ct; 429101 Antique White Jobelan 28ct is the suggested fabric.

Item #: NC127

Price: $12.00

NC127-Jasmine w/ fabric - Pixie Couture Collection
Includes pattern and a fat quarter of 32 count Antique White Jobelan,

Item #: NC127f

Price: $22.48

NC128-Holly - Pixie Couture Collection
Antique White Jobelan 32ct suggested fabric. 28 count Antique White Jobelan can be used 
as well. Item #: NC128

Price: $12.00
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NC129E-Lily Of The Valley-Spring Garden - Pixie Cou ture Coll
Nora Corbett Embellishment Pack for NC129 Includes beads **Does NOT include graph, 
fabric nor Kreinik Item #: NC129E

Price: $13.00

NC129-Lily Of The Valley-Spring Garden - Pixie Cout ure Collectio
Fabric suggestion Antique White Jobelan 32ct.

Item #: NC129

Price: $12.00

NC130E-Lilac-Spring Garden - Pixie Couture Collecti on Embellishm
Nora Corbett Embellishment Pack for NC130 Includes beads **Does NOT include graph, 
fabric nor Kreinik Item #: NC130E

Price: $12.00

NC130-Lilac-Spring Garden - Pixie Couture Collectio n
Fabric suggestion: Antique White Jobelan 32ct.

Item #: NC130

Price: $12.00

NC131E-Sweet Pea Spring Garden - Pixie Couture Coll ection Embell
Includes all beads and treasures needed for Sweet Pea, Nora Corbett Embellishment Pack 
for NC131 **Does NOT include graph, fabric nor Kreinik Item #: NC131E

Price: $8.00

NC131-Sweet Pea Spring Garden - Pixie Couture Colle ction
Fabric suggestion Antique White Jobelan 32ct.

Item #: nc131

Price: $12.00

NC132E-Pansy Spring Garden - Pixie Couture Collecti on Embellishm
Includes all beads and treasures needed for Pansy**Does NOT include graph, fabric nor 
Kreinik Item #: NC132E

Price: $20.50

NC132-Pansy-Spring Garden - Pixie Couture Collectio n
Fabric Suggestion Antique White Jobelan 32ct.

Item #: NC132

Price: $12.00
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NC133E-Magnolia Spring Garden - Pixie Couture Colle ction Embelli
Includes all beads and treasures needed for the project. **Does NOT include graph, fabric 
nor Kreinik Item #: NC133E

Price: $8.50

NC133-Magnolia kit-Spring Garden - Pixie Couture Co llection
Fabric suggestion, Antique white Jobelan in 28 count. Stitch count is 165x120. Designed by 
Nora Corbett. Kit includes pattern, a fat quarter of 32 or 28 count Antique white Jobelan, 
floss, Mill HIll Beads, and Kreiniks.

Item #: NC133k

Price: $53.99

NC133-Magnolia-Spring Garden - Pixie Couture Collec tion
Fabric suggestion, Antique white Jobelan in 28 count. Stitch count is 165x120. Designed by 
Nora Corbett. Item #: NC133

Price: $12.00

NC134-Bluebell Kit-Spring Garden - Pixie Couture Co llection
Stitch count is 108 x 149. Kit includes pattern, a fat quarter of antique white Jobelan fabric 
32 or 28 count, beads by Mill Hill, Kreiniks, DMC floss and Waterlillies Floss. Item #: NC134k

Price: $62.99

NC134-Bluebell-Spring Garden - Pixie Couture Collec tion
Fabric suggestion is Antique white 32 count Jobelan. Stitch count 108 x 149. Designed by 
Nora Corbett. Item #: NC134

Price: $12.00

NC134E-Bluebell Spring Garden - Pixie Couture Colle ction Embelli
Includes all beads and treasures needed to complete the project. **Does NOT include 
graph, fabric nor Kreinik Item #: NC134E

Price: $11.50

NC135-    Amaryllis-Spring Garden - Pixie Couture C ollection
Model stitched on 32 count antique white Jobelan. Stitch count is 80 x 159. Designed by 
Nora Corbett. Item #: NC135

Price: $12.00

NC135E-Amaryllis Spring Garden - Embellishment Pack
Includes beads and treasures **Does NOT include graph, fabric or Kreinik

Item #: NC135E

Price: $20.00
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NC135K- Amaryllis KIT-Spring Garden - Pixie Couture  Collection
Model stitched on 32 count antique white Jobelan. Stitch count is 80 x 159. Designed by 
Nora Corbett. Kit includes pattern, a fat quarter of 32 count Antique White Jobelan, Kreiniks, 
DMC floss, and embellishment pack.

Item #: NC135K

Price: $49.99

NC136-    Lavender-Spring Garden - Pixie Couture Co llection
Model stitched on 32 count antique white Jobelan. Stitch count is 99 x 160. Designed by 
Nora Corbett. Item #: NC136

Price: $12.00

NC136E-Lavender Spring Garden - Embellishment Pack
Includes beads and treasures **Does NOT include graph, fabric or Kreinik

Item #: NC136E

Price: $12.00

NC136k-Lavender KIT-Spring Garden - Pixie Couture C ollection
Model stitched on 32 count Antique white Jobelan. Stitch count 99 x 160. Kit includes 
pattern, a fat quarter of 32 count Antique White Jobelan fabric, DMC floss, Kreiniks and 
embellishment pack.

Item #: NC136k

Price: $55.99

NC137E-Jade Blue Spring Garden - Pixie Couture Coll ection Embell
Nora Corbett Embellishment Pack for NC137 Includes beads and treasures **Does NOT 
include graph, fabric or Kreinik Item #: NC137E

Price: $7.00

NC137-Jade Blue Spring Garden - Pixie Couture Colle ction

Item #: NC137

Price: $12.00

NC138E-Orchid Spring Garden - Pixie Couture Collect ion Embellish
Nora Corbett Embellishment Pack for NC138 Includes beads and treasures **Does NOT 
include graph, fabric or Kreinik Item #: NC138E

Price: $10.00

NC138-Orchid Spring Garden - Pixie Couture Collecti on

Item #: NC138

Price: $12.00
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NC139E-Peony Spring Garden embellishment
Nora Corbett Embellishment Pack for NC139 Includes beads and treasures **Does NOT 
include graph, fabric or Kreinik Item #: NC139E

Price: $9.50

NC139-Peony Spring Garden

Item #: NC139

Price: $12.00

NC140E-Gardenia Spring Garden embellishments
Nora Corbett Embellishment Pack for NC140 Includes beads and treasures **Does NOT 
include graph, fabric or Kreinik Item #: NC140E

Price: $11.50

NC140-Gardenia Spring Garden

Item #: NC140

Price: $12.00

NC141E-Partridge in a Pear Tree - 12 Days of Christ mas Embellish
Nora Corbett Embellishment Pack for NC141 Includes beads and treasures **Does NOT 
include graph, fabric or Kreinik Item #: NC141E

Price: $5.00

NC141-Partridge in a Pear Tree - 12 Days of Christm as
**Approximate design size 4.6" w x 7.4" h Model stitch on 28 count China Pearl Linen.

Item #: NC141

Price: $12.00

NC142-Two Turtle Doves - 12 Days of Christmas
**Approximate design size 4.3" w x 7.9" h. Model stitch on 28 count China Pearl Linen.

Item #: NC142

Price: $12.00

NC143E-Three French Hens - 12 Days of Christmas Emb ellishment Pa
Nora Corbett Embellishment Pack for NC143 Includes beads and treasures **Does NOT 
include graph, fabric or Kreinik Item #: NC143E

Price: $8.50
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NC143-Three French Hens - 12 Days of Christmas
**Approximate design size 4.3" w x 7.8" h

Item #: NC143

Price: $12.00

NC144E-Four Calling Birds - 12 Days of Christmas Em bellishment P
Nora Corbett Embellishment Pack for NC144 Includes beads and treasures **Does NOT 
include graph, fabric or Kreinik Item #: NC144E

Price: $6.50

NC144-Four Calling Birds - 12 Days of Christmas
**Approximate design size 4.3" w x 7.8" h

Item #: NC144

Price: $12.00

NC145E-Five Golden Rings - 12 Days of Christmas Emb ellishment Pa
Nora Corbett Embellishment Pack for NC145 Includes beads and treasures **Does NOT 
include graph, fabric or Kreinik Item #: NC145E

Price: $12.50

NC145-Five Golden Rings - 12 Days of Christmas
Five Golden Rings - 12 Days of Christmas

Item #: NC145

Price: $12.00

NC146E-Six Geese a Laying - 12 Days of Christmas Em bellishment P
Nora Corbett Embellishment Pack for NC146 Includes beads and treasures **Does NOT 
include graph, fabric or Kreinik Item #: NC146E

Price: $16.00

NC146-Six Geese a Laying - 12 Days of Christmas
Six Geese a Laying - 12 Days of Christmas

Item #: NC146

Price: $12.00

NC147E-Seven Swans A Swimming - Embellishment Pack
Nora Corbett Embellishment Pack for NC147 Includes beads **Does NOT include graph, 
fabric or Kreinik Item #: NC147E

Price: $8.00
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NC147-Seven Swans A Swimming - 12 Days of Christmas
Seven Swans A Swimming - 12 Days of Christmas. Fabric used in model is China Pearl 
Linen 28ct. Item #: NC147

Price: $12.00

NC148E-Eight Maids A Milking Embellishment Pack
Eight Maids A Milking - 12 Days of Christmas Embellishment Pack. Eight Maids A Milking - 
12 Days of Christmas Embellishment Pack Item #: NC148E

Price: $4.50

NC148-Eight Maids A Milking - 12 Days of Christmas
Eight Maids A Milking - 12 Days of Christmas

Item #: NC148

Price: $12.00

NC149E-Nine Ladies Dancing  Embellishment Pack
Nora Corbett Embellishment Pack for NC149 Includes beads **Does NOT include graph, 
fabric or Kreinik Item #: NC149E

Price: $6.50

NC149-Nine Ladies Dancing - 12 Days of Christmas
Model stitched on China Pearl Linen 28ct.

Item #: NC149

Price: $12.00

NC150-Ten Lords A Leaping - 12 Days of Christmas
Model stitched on China Pearl Linen 28ct.

Item #: NC150

Price: $12.00

NC151-Eleven Pipers Piping - 12 Days of Christmas
Model stitched on 28 ct. China Pearl Linen. 2 weeks to ship.

Item #: NC151

Price: $12.00

NC152-    Twelve Drummers Drumming - 12 Days of Chr istmas
Model stitched on 28 ct. China Pearl Linen. 2 weeks to ship.

Item #: NC152

Price: $12.00
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NC153E-Rhythm - Muse Collection Embellishment Pack
Nora Corbett Embellishment Pack for NC153 Includes beads **Does NOT include graph, 
fabric or Kreinik Item #: nc153e

Price: $15.00

NC153-Rhythm-Muse Collection Fairy
Design stitched on Beach Walk Linen 32ct (65282). **Approximate design size 10" w x 8.3" 
h Item #: NC153

Price: $12.00

NC154-Caprice - Muse Collection
Fabric suggested is Pink Sand Linen 32ct, or 16 count Aida.

Item #: NC154

Price: $12.00

NC154E-Caprice- Muse Collection Embellishment Pack
Nora Corbett Embellishment Pack for NC154 Includes beads **Does NOT include graph, 
fabric or Kreinik Item #: NC154E

Price: $9.50

NC158E-Little Snowy Blue Church - Snow Globe Villag e Series Embe
Little Snowy Blue Church - Snow Globe Village Series Embellishment Pack. Nora Corbett 
Embellishment Pack for NC158 Includes beads **Does NOT include graph, fabric or Kreinik Item #: NC158E

Price: $15.00

NC158-Little Snowy Blue Church - Snow Globe Village  Series
Little Snowy Blue Church - Snow Globe Village Series. Model stitched on (65281) Ocean 
Kiss Linen 32ct. Item #: NC158

Price: $12.00

NC159E-Little Snowy Green Cottage Embellishments
Nora Corbett Embellishment Pack for NC159 Includes beads **Does NOT include graph, 
fabric or Kreinik Item #: NC159E

Price: $8.00

NC159-Little Snowy Green Cottage - Snow Globe Villa ge Series
Fabric suggestions is Sea Spray Linen 32ct, or 16 ct. Aida.

Item #: NC159

Price: $12.00
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Stitching Fairies-Thimble Fairy

Item #: 10-2618

Price: $13.00
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Placing you Order;

The most secure method of ordering is to create an account online at http://www.JuliesXstitch.com and 
purchase directly online via Secure Credit Card or PayPal checkout.

Mail Orders can be processed by using the Mail Orde r Form (download from   
http://juliesxstitch.com/Mail_Order_Form.pdf )
   Shipping and Sales Tax (Washington Residents Onl y) will be calculated on processing.
   Credit Cards Only Please..  No Checks are Accept ed.

Product Returns;
  All Returns must be approved with an RMA Approval .  We are happy to accept returns of most items you  
are not happy with, within 30 days.  Returns must b e in the condition in which you received them.  You  
must pay the shipping to return your items and ther e is a 15% restocking fee.  Shipping and shipping 
insurance is non-refundable once the order has ship ped.  Some items are not eligible for returns, incl uding 
any product marked as a "Special Order Item", Opene d Patterns (Because of copyright laws), and floss o r 
specialty threads.

All questions and correspondence may be sent to;
   Email:
      support@juliesxstitch.com
   Mail:
     JuliesXstitch, Inc.
     P.O. Box 960
     Washougal, WA  98671
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Mail order for Julie’s X Stitch, Inc. 

Send to:  Julie’s X Stitch, Inc. 
PO Box 960 
Washougal, WA  98671 
WWW.JULIESXSTITCH.COM 
 

Please fill out all information completely and mail to address above. 
 
 First Name______________________   Last Name___________________ 
Email Address:____________________ (Subscribe to E-NewsLetter? Yes___   No___) 
Phone Number (Required)___________________________ 
Billing Address (where your credit card bill is sent): 
Street or PO Box__________________________________________ 
City_________________________    State_______________________ 
Zip code____________________________________________________ 
 
Shipping Address: (If different than billing address) 
Street or PO Box___________________________________________________ 
City_____________________________  State__________________________ 
Zip code___________________________ 
  
Credit card information: 
Users Name on Card_____________________________________ 
Card Number____________________________________   CVV No._____ 
Expiration Date____________________________________ 
Sorry - We do not accept checks or money orders. 
 
Product number    Name of product w/ description               #Ordered     Price ($)_ 
_____________    __________________________________   ________   _________ 
_____________    __________________________________   ________   _________ 
_____________    __________________________________   ________   _________ 
_____________    __________________________________   ________   _________ 
_____________    __________________________________   ________   _________ 
_____________    __________________________________   ________   _________ 
_____________    __________________________________   ________   _________ 
_____________    __________________________________   ________   _________ 
                Sub Total:_______________ 
                              * Shipping + WA Sales Tax  (See Below):_______________ 
             Order Total:_______________ 
**Add Shipping Insurance (starts at $2.27 for orders under $50.00) ? Yes___   No___ 
You can estimate the Order Totals, but we will fill it in for you when we process your order. 
-- Shipping rate for all orders to U.S. and Canada is a flat rate $5.50.   
-- International Shipping Varies according to Weight and will be calculated for you prior to sending. 
-- Washington Residents will be subject to WA State Sales Tax. 
** Without Shipping Insurance, Buyer assumes risk of Shipping Loss or Damage. 


